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ABSTRACT 

Lappeenranta University of Technology 

Faculty of Technology 

Institute of Computational Engineering and Integrated Design (CEID) 

Hamid Roozbahani 

Novel force control methods in a teleoperation system of a hydraulic slider 

Master Thesis 
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SIMULINK; dSPACE; Real-time Simulation, Hydraulic servo valve, PSO, MCMC, PID 

tuning 

The objective of the this research project is to develop a novel force control scheme for the 

teleoperation of a hydraulically driven manipulator, and to implement an ideal transparent 

mapping between human and machine interaction, and machine and task environment 

interaction.  

This master‘s thesis provides a preparatory study for the present research project. The 

research is limited into a single degree of freedom hydraulic slider with 6-DOF Phantom 

haptic device. The key contribution of the thesis is to set up the experimental rig including 

electromechanical haptic device, hydraulic servo and 6-DOF force sensor. The slider is 

firstly tested as a position servo by using previously developed intelligent switching control 

algorithm. Subsequently the teleoperated system is set up and the preliminary experiments 

are carried out. In addition to development of the single DOF experimental set up, methods 

such as passivity control in teleoperation are reviewed.  

The thesis also contains review of modeling of the servo slider in particular reference to the 

servo valve. Markov Chain Monte Carlo method is utilized in developing the robustness of 

the model in presence of noise.     
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-1
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Glossary of Terms 

Terms: Conditions 

Accuracy: See Measurement Uncertainty. 

ActiveX Component: A reusable software component for the Windows applications. 

Calibration File: Computers file containing transducer calibration information. This file must 
match the transducer serial number and is required for operation. 

Compound Loading: Any load that is not purely in one axis 

DAQ: Data AcQuisition device. 

FS: Full-Scale. 

F/T: Force and Torque. 

Fxy: The resultant force vector comprised of components Fx and Fy. 

Hysteresis: A source of measurement caused by the residual effects of previously applied loads. 

IFPS: InterFace/Power Supply box. 

LabVIEW: A graphical programming environment created for data acquisition tasks by National 
Instruments. 

Manual Calculations: Programmatically calculating force and torque values without using the ATI 
DAQ F/T component. 

MAP: Mounting Adapter Plate. The MAP part of the transducer is attached to the fixed surface or 
robot arm. 

Maximum Single-Axis Overload: The largest amount of pure load (not compound loading) that the 
transducer can withstand without damage. 

Measurement Uncertainty: The maximum expected error in measurements, as specified on the 
calibration certificate. 

NI: National Instruments Corporation, the owner of the “National Instruments” and “LabVIEW” 
trademarks. (www.ni.com) 

Overload: The condition where more load is applied to the transducer than it can measure. This 
will result in saturation. 

PC Card: A small computer card for use in most laptop computers. 

PCMCIA Card: See PC Card. (PCMCIA has been renamed PC Card by its standards 
organization.) 
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Point of Origin: The point on the transducer from which all forces and torques are measured. 

PS: Power Supply box. 

Quantization: The way the continuously variable transducer signal is converted into discrete digital 
values. Usually used when describing the change from one digital value to the next. 

Resolution: The smallest change in load that can be measured. This is usually much smaller than 
accuracy. 

Saturation: The condition where the transducer or data acquisition hardware has a load or signal 
outside of its sensing range. 

Sensor System: The entire assembly consisting of parts from transducer to data acquisition card. 

TAP: Tool Adapter Plate. The TAP part of the transducer is attached to the load that is to be 
measured. 

Tool Transformation: Mathematically changing the measurement coordinate system by translating 
the origin and/or rotating the axes. 

Transducer: The component that converts the sensed load into electrical signals. 

Txy: The resultant torque vector comprised of components Tx and Ty. 

Visual Basic: A Microsoft programming environment for developing Windows-based applications. 

LDTs: External linear displacement transducers 

PSO: Particle Swarm Optimization 

MCMC: Markov Chain Monte Carlo 

ITAE: Integral Time Absolute Error 

HDAPI: Haptic Device API 

HLAPI: Haptic Library API  

PDD: PHANTOM® Device Drivers 
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1 

Introduction 

 
1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

In the past 15 years, the research groups of Virtual Design of Intelligent Machine Structures 

and Systems, ViDIMS have carried out a significant number of research projects in the field 

of large scale manipulators. Several commercial serial hydraulic manipulators, such as the 

log crane manufactured by John Deere forestry shown in Fig 1, have been studied.  

 

Figure 1 - John Deere Log crane 
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The modeling, control and fatigue analysis of such manipulators pose important research 

challenges. Research on the modeling and control of flexible hydraulic manipulators started 

within ViDIMS in 1994 and has led to multidisciplinary research combining mechanics, 

structural analysis, hydraulics and control of such systems, which has become a trademark 

of ViDIMS. Later in the 1990s, also research in the field of parallel robots started, and it 

has led to significant research achievements as well as the development of several parallel 

and parallel hybrid robot prototypes. (See. Fig. 2, 3 and 4)  

 

Figure 2 - 10-DOF Parallel Hybrid Manipulator 

 

Figure 3 - 5-DOF Parallel Hybrid Manipulator 
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Figure 4 - 5-DOF Parallel Manipulator 

The robots shown in Fig .2 and 4 have been developed for carrying out machining and 

welding tasks in the ITER Fusion Reactor. Hydraulically driven robots and specifically 

parallel structures have become popular in industrial manipulators because they provide 

both relatively large workspace and high stiffness required in carrying out milling, welding, 

earth digging and the transport of materials, etc. All of those tasks require contact with their 

physical environments in application. 

Some tasks are controlled by a human operator onsite by control levers or joysticks. These 

systems form a closed-loop teleoperator, which is in terms of energy a two-port system 

where the master and the slave robots interact mechanically with the human operators and 

the slave environments, respectively. In 1998 the idea of applying parallel structures in a 

working machine boom was created. The prototype was designed firstly by applying virtual 

prototyping. Secondly, the first physical prototype named MULTIPOD (see Fig. 3) was 

built in early 2000. The manipulator MULTIPOD studied in the proposed project is a six 

degree-of-freedom parallel manipulator equipped with six hydraulic servo-axes. It is based 

on two parallel 3-DOF mechanisms with a serial connection. 
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The parallel manipulator MULTIPOD is specially designed for carrying out drilling tasks in 

mines. 

PENTA-WH is another 5-DOF inter sector weld/cut robot that is to be developed for the 

ITER fusion reactor in the international ITER program. The prototype of the robot is shown 

in Fig. 4. The kinematic and dynamic behavior of those manipulators has been carefully 

analyzed by means of modeling, simulation and experiments. The kinematics and dynamics 

directly in work space have been studied. The hybrid position/force control of PENTA-WH 

has been carried out in impacting application. 

1.2. Project overall introduction 

The general aim of the project is to develop a novel force feedback control scheme for the 

teleoperation of a large-scale manipulator, and to implement an ideal transparent mapping 

between human and machine interaction, and machine and task environment interaction. 

Force control seems to be the natural choice and is widely believed to be superior to pure 

position control in implementing those applications. Force control originated from the need 

to allow machines to interact in a controlled manner with uncertain environments. In order 

to control force with purely a position-based system, a precise model of the mechanism and 

knowledge of the exact location of the environment are required. With the use of force 

feedback from the interaction which takes place, very litter model information is required in 

order to close the loop around the contact force. Force control laws may be roughly 

classified into two types: passive laws and active laws.  

Passive based algorithm describes the system behavior that may, in principle of force and 

motion control, be presented by passive or passified physical system. In the other hand, 

active law needs a power source to be presented in the system. As passive system 

guarantees stability; a passive control model which mimicking a passive system is also 

stable. As long as active control system may absolutely be stable, but just a passive system 

could remain stable at all frequencies when has interact with passive environments typical 

in robotic industry.  
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A passive force control model could be developed by a computer based algorithm or an 

mechanical system which is unpowered. In order to use a software controlled system, all 

active parts of the system such as hydraulic actuators, are controlled in a way that the 

system behaves passive in overall. Unluckily, the system‘s speed and performance of are 

restricted by the bandwidth, force feedback gain, actuator‘s response time, and non-

collocation of the actuators and sensors of the control system. The problem of unpowered 

devices with fixed mechanical properties is the lack of versatileness offered by controllers. 

An appealing possible choice for developing force control laws is use of passive 

mechanical systems with programmable properties. These kind of devices are able to get 

back some of the versatility of its active match. Rather than involving the whole robot arm 

for the fine positioning necessary for the completion of most assembly tasks, using a low 

inertia robotic wrist mounted at the end of the robot arm will have the advantage of a 

greater mechanical bandwidth. This was demonstrated by the success of the remote center 

of compliance (RCC) wrist in peg-in-hole assembly. Biological evolution also seems to 

have taken notice of this fact, as is apparent in human manipulation. 

Lately, we have observed a renewed involvement in passiveness in such various regions as 

haptic presentations, medical robotics and exercise machines further than applications in 

automated fabrication. This work falls in the general group of research that seeks to 

quantitatively qualify passive applications in terms of their restrictions and utilities.  

Robot force control applied by means of inactive mechanical devices has constitutional 

advantages over active implementations concerning stability, reaction rapidity and physical 

validity.  

Engineering applications for force control will comprise of a outstanding variety of 

commonplace jobs, such as grinding, polishing, buffing, and fabrication operation presently 

executed either manually or by fixed automation devices.  

In the research, we proposed a novel force control scheme for a nonlinear teleoperator 

consisting of a master and a nonlinear slave robotic system. The simple diagram of the 

closed loop teleoperator is shown in Fig. 5. 
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Figure 5 - Interaction of teleoperation 

A closed-loop teleoperator is, in terms of energy, a two-port arrangement where the master 

and the slave robots come in contact mechanically with the human operators and the slave 

robot, respectively. Hence, the front most and main purpose of the control design is to 

guarantee interaction safety and or pairing stability when it is mechanically coupled with a 

wide class of slave environments and human operators. 

The force control scheme renders the teleoperator as a common passive mechanical tool to 

human operators and the slave environment by achieving perfect coordination between the 

master and the slave robots, which effectively imposes a holonomic constraint on the 

system. The controller is a new class of model-based adaptive force control algorithms. The 

new force control algorithm provides asymptotically exact tracking of both the position and 

the contact force.  

Coordination between the master and slave configurations is the primary prerequisite for a 

true-to-life application. Recall that ideal transparency cannot be obtained without perfect 

coordination since it implies perfect coordination with zero intervening apparent inertia. 

Energetic passivity of the teleoperator is also crucial in order to ensure the safety of human 

operators in the control loop and delicate slave environments. In order to preserve the 

passivity of the closed loop teleoperator, a special structure is used for controller 

implementation. The special structure preserves the passivity not only by using the feed-

forward cancellation but also in the presence of model uncertainties or inaccurate force 

measurement. Control laws were proposed to achieve similar control objectives (perfect 

coordination via feed-forward cancellation and robust passivity). However, the control laws 

were restricted to linear, dynamically similar systems. This study removes this limitation. 
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1.2.1. Research methods and material 

The control scheme is expected to address the nonlinear dynamics of the teleoperator and 

enforces the requirement that energetic passivity be ensured robustly. The control scheme 

coordinates the motions of the master-slave robots, and installs useful task-specific 

dynamics so that it behaves like a common passive mechanical tool with which both the 

human and the environment interact. The closed loop teleoperator is robustly energetically 

passive with bilateral power scaling, which is useful to accommodate different sizes of the 

master and slave robots. To help human operators perform tasks more efficiently and 

comfortably, the closed loop teleoperator system should preserve the energetic passivity 

with a certain power scale, and the joystick and the pose (position and orientation) are 

designed to be perfectly coordinated. The coordination error is satisfied to converge to zero 

after a short time. 

A key innovation is the passive decomposition that decomposes the nonlinear dynamics of 

the mechanical teleoperator into the two decoupled robot-like dynamics while imposing 

passivity; the shape system that corresponds the master-slave position coordination prospect 

and the locked system that identifies the overall behavior of the coordinated teleoperator. 

Furthermore, the sum totals of the energies and the supply levels of the shape and locked 

system are the entire energy and the overall supply rate of the original system, severally. 

This property allows us to simply design stand alone passive control laws for master-slave 

position coordination (shape system) and for the beneficial dynamics mounting on the 

coordinated teleoperator (locked system). Whenever the nonlinear teleoperator has been 

broken down into the shape and locked systems, master-slave position coordination can be 

simply attained by regulating the shape system via uncomplicated PD (proportional-

derivative) controllers and from now on feed-forward cancellation of the human 

environmental disruptions acting on it. The coordinated behavior of the teleoperator (inertia 

grading, guidance and obstruction prevention) is addressed in the locked system.  
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The plain inertia scaling of the coordinated teleoperator is regained by scaling the united 

human and environmental forcings on the locked system. By pushing this apparent inertia 

randomly small, the teleoperator draws close an ideally transparent system, i.e. complete 

position coordination without any intervening inertia. Also, by growing the apparent inertia, 

the inertial consequences such as in hammering jobs, can be highlighted. 

1.3.Thesis contributions and limitations 

The objective of the this research project is to develop a novel force control scheme for the 

teleoperation of a hydraulically driven manipulator, and to implement an ideal transparent 

mapping between human and machine interaction, and machine and task environment 

interaction. 

It is important to mention that this project should be done in a 3 years project work, 

therefore, this master thesis conclude basic studies and preliminary experiments. Figure 6 

shows the project time table, is it approved by the Finnish Academy: 

 

Figure 6 - Project time table 
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As mentioned above this report prepared based on the project work which has been done as 

the preliminary study. Main tasks in this step were to literature survey, preparation of the 

experimental theories and subsystems, teleoperation experiment with haptic sensation. 

The research is limited into a single degree of freedom hydraulic slider with 6-DOF 

Phantom haptic device. The key contribution of the thesis is to set up the experimental rig 

including electromechanical haptic device, hydraulic servo and 6-DOF force sensor. The 

slider is firstly tested as a position servo by using previously developed intelligent 

switching control algorithm. Subsequently the teleoperated system is set up and the 

preliminary experiments are carried out. In addition to development of the single DOF 

experimental set up, methods such as passivity control in teleoperation are reviewed.  

The thesis also contains review of modeling of the servo slider in particular reference to the 

servo valve. Markov Chain Monte Carlo method is utilized in developing the robustness of 

the model in presence of noise. 

The overall project will be followed as the researcher PhD study to develop all project 

expected targets and current master thesis is the first part of the whole introduced project. 
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2 

Mathematical modeling 
 

 

 

 

2. Mathematical model 

2.1. Introduction 

Many hydraulic systems are required to touch and contact physical environments in 

different applications such as earth digging or materials transportation and etc. Also, many 

of them are controlled by human operators on site by using control levers or joysticks.  

These systems are two port devices that interact and form closed loop systems with the 

human operator and the physical environment. It is important that these systems remain 

stable and can safely interact with a different range of environments and human operators. 

In addition, these systems must be natural and easy for the human operator to control. 

Both the safety and the human friendliness factors of these practical applications can be 

heightened if the system can be shown to be passive. More or less a passive system acts as 

if it does not produce energy, but only stores, dissipates and relinquishes it. A passive 

system is inherently safer than a non-passive system as being the amount of energy that it 

can pass on to the environment is restricted. 
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The notable passivity theorem (Vidyasagar, 1993) implies that a passive system can come 

in contact stably with any purely passive system which admits all physical objects and in 

addition they environments that cannot hold in an power source. Even human operators are 

actually shown to be undistinguishable from a passive system (Hogan, 1989).  

In this project, a control method acting for a 1-D hydraulic actuator and a force feedback 

control stick is projected. The target is to control the telemanipulation system so that it 

looks to the work environment and the human operator as if they are both getting together 

with a common practical passive rigid mechanical instrument after highly accurate power 

and kinematic scaling. 

The control strategy allows the human to be kinesthetically and energetically plugged into 

its work environment. For instance, it enables a human operating an power shovel or digger 

to feel like he is manipulating a spade. The projected control strategy helps to ensure that 

the system has the passivity property without abstracting away the valve dynamics.  

In the project, we develop a teleoperation control system based on a valve that has been 

passified using the active feedback passification method. The teleoperation controller, 

which controls both the passified valve and the motorized joystick, is designed to be 

intrinsically passive with respect to an appropriate supply rate so that the overall system is 

always passive, and which, for sufficiently slow manipulation, achieves asymptotic 

coordination of the joystick and the hydraulic actuator. [6] 

2.2. System Modeling and Control Objectives 

The hydraulic teleoperation system comprises of three physical subsystems, a direct acting 

four way proportional directional flow control valve (conjointly a pump that provides a 

constant supplying pressure), a one degree of freedom hydraulic actuator, and a motorized 

control stick. The controller, generally seems to apply on a computer, is to be built up later. 

[6] 
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2.3. Valve and Hydraulic Actuator Model 

Electro hydraulic servo systems are largely used in industrial market because of their high 

reliability and great payload capacity. Modeling and control of such systems have been the 

focal point of research for many years since models of the systems are often nonlinear and 

have parametric quantities which are hard to establish. The validness of models has 

normally been studied by approximative method acting founded on linearization, which do 

not unambiguously reveal the beneficial results of parameter approximation. In recent years 

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods are noticed as a powerful tool for statistical 

analyses for nonlinear models. An electrohydraulic position servo system is under study, a 

new leakage model is proposed for the servo system, and the MCMC approach is applied to 

modeling this nonlinear dynamic system.  

This section is developed based on a remarkable research on robust modeling of Electro 

hydraulic Servo Systems by utilizing Markov Chain Monte Carlo Method which has been done 

by a research group in faculty of technology of Lappeenranta University of Technology. The 

research group members in this study were Jun-Hong Liu, Heikki Handroos, Heikki Haario, and 

Huapeng Wu. 

2.3.1. Introduction 

Modeling and control of hydraulic-driven mechatronic systems is actually analyzed. System 

identification is a requirement for the analysis of a dynamic system. Evolutionary 

algorithmic rules have broadly been used to solve nonlinear restraint problems and to detect 

the best possible parameters of a system.  

The Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach provides a powerful statistical tool to 

analyze nonlinear models. The MCMC technique has certain advantages in solving 

nonlinear problems, especially in obtaining probability distributions of parameters and 

model prediction, and allowing flexibility in the definition of the noise structure.  

The original idea of the MCMC was introduced in statistical physics to compute properties 

of substances consisting of interacting individual molecules. 
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The utilization of the MCMC algorithms for posterior inference in statistics was realized in 

1990. It has become a commonly used technique for approximating posterior distributions 

in different applications. The main benefit of the approach is that ‗all‘ solutions are found 

that statistically fit the data equally well, within the limits of measurement error. The 

reliability of the parameters and the model predictions are quantified as probability 

distributions. The results of analyses can be used to optimize model structures and design 

experiments. [8] 

2.3.2. System description  

The studied system comprises a directly operated proportional servo solenoid valve with 

position control, cylinder, power unit, four pressure sensors, and a single displacement 

sensor (Fig. 7). Since the type of control is of influence on the outcome of the output, e.g., 

the position of the mass, the system is in closed loop positional control, i.e., the position of 

the mass as feedback was summed with the signal from the pulse generator to form the 

input signal to the system. The mathematical model of the system involves a large number 

of parameters, which may be completely unknown or only known within certain ranges. [8] 

 

Figure 7 - Schematic diagram of the servo hydraulic system 

Voltage u (V) is the valve input. When the input is applied to the valve, spool is shifted and 

openings are produced. The shift of the spool, namely position displacement xs (mm), is in 

both directions. 
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This displacement is small (of the scale 10
-1

 mm) and not measureable; the full 

displacement is also not available. But actuator and the spool are connected to the linear 

variable differential transducer (LVDT). The range of the LVDT signals us (V) is  10 V 

for an input of  10 V and us is testable. In this study, voltage us is measured and directly 

used for providing information of the spool displacement. Using the normalised spool 

displacement, i.e., us/10 would be another option. 

The main spool of the valve is a mass held in position by a spring system. The main spool 

is the key component of the flow divider and is highly responsible for the outcome of the 

transfer function.  

The relation between the simulated valve spool position xs (m) and the input voltage u can 

be of first order as: Gv(s) = xs(s)/u(s) = τ1/(s+τ2), or ss xtutx  21
 , where term τ1 has no 

unit and term τ2 has unit (1/sec or s
-1

). But term τ1 should have unit as (ms
-1

V
-1

) since τ1 

multiply by u is measured in (ms
-1

). Similarly we can also represent the transfer function of 

the valve dynamics, between us and u, using the first order system, as the following: [8] 

ss ututu  21
 .      (1) 

Here term t1 is the gain (s
-1

) and t2 the time constant (s
-1

).  

The relationship between us and u can also be given as:  

TuuKu ss /)(  ,      (2) 

where K is the gain (no physical unit) and T the time constant (s).  

A first order model can only be applied in case of limited frequency range, well below the 

natural frequency of the valve; the second order model responds the servo valve dynamics 

through a wider frequency range. A linearized model for an electro hydraulic servo system 

with a two-stage flow control servo valve and a double ended actuator has revealed that the 

higher order model fits closer to the experimental data because of the reduced un-modelled 

dynamics.  
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When a second order transfer function is used to represent the valve model, the valve‘s 

dynamics could be as the following:  

snsnns uuuku  22 2   ,    (3) 

where k is the gain (no physical unit),  the damping ratio (no physical unit), and n the 

natural angular frequency (radian/s). 

The valve flow gain depends upon the rated flow and input current. The rate of change of 

input signal is also limited, in such control boards in order to provide a well behaving 

response of the valve. In addition, the servo solenoid valve under study has an on-board 

electronics (OBE), providing position feedback of the spool of the valve. Disturbances as 

friction or flow forces on the spool are rejected.  

Using the Newton‘s second law, the equation of motion for the servo hydraulic system 

becomes: 

.2211 fp FApApxm         (4) 

Here, m denotes the mass weight (kg), xp the displacement of piston (m), A1 and A2 the 

piston areas (m
2
), p1 and p2 the pressures (Pa), and Ff the friction force (N). 

The friction force is defined as: [8] 
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where 0 is the flexibility coefficient (N/m), 1 the damping coefficient (Ns/m), kv the 

viscous friction coefficient (Ns/m), z the internal state, FC the Coulomb friction level (N), 

FS the static friction force level (N), and vs the Stribeck velocity (m/s).  

The pressures at valve ports were described as:  
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    (8) 

Where, p1 and p2 are pressures at valve ports, Q1 and Q2 the valve flows, QLi the internal 

leakage flow, QL1 and QL2 the leakage flows (m
3
/s), V1 and V2 the chamber volumes (m

3
), 

e1 and e2 the effective bulk modules (Pa) of the cylinder characterized by: [8] 

),log( 3
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p

p
aEa i

ei       (9) 

where, Emax = 1.8×10
9
 Pa, pmax = 2.8×10

7
 Pa, and ai (no unit) constant. 

The volumes in Eq. (13) are calculated as: 
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being v01 and v02 the pipeline volumes (m
3
) at the two ports respectively, and L =1 m the 

maximum stroke of the piston.  

The following equations describe the valve flows in Eq. (8): 
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being cs the flow constant (m
3
s

-1
v

-1
Pa

-1/2
), ps the supply pressure, and pt the tank pressure. 

[8] 

The internal leakage flow in Eq. (8) is calculated by:  

)( 12 ppLQ iLi  ,       (12) 

being Li the laminar leakage flow coefficient (m
3
s

-1
Pa

-1
). 

When designing an optimal controller based on estimated state parameters, the 

consideration of the internal leakage flow between chambers of cylinder is enough in the 

system model. For a more accurate model, the external leakage model is considered. 

The model of the external leakage flows in Eq. (8) was built as follows:  
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222

111

tL

tL

pplQ

pplQ




       (13) 

being l1 and l2 the laminar leakage flow coefficients (m
3
s

-1
Pa

-1
). 

The external leakage flow of valve can be of two sorts: (i) typically laminar flow, especially 

for new valves; and (ii) turbulent flow, if the gap has got worn with use. The external 

leakage flow is affected by two factors: (i) pressure  the leakage of laminar flow type is 

related to the pressure drop and the leakage of turbulent flow type is related to the square 

root of the pressure drop; and (ii) valve orifice area. The orifice area can be represented as a 

function of the spool position, since the external leakage flow has the following features: 

the external leakage flow is most significant at the spool‘s neutral position; the leakage flow 

and its derivative get smaller when the spool moves away from the neutral position; and the 

leakage flow and its derivative can get very small or zero when the spool shifts the largest 

displacement or the relative spool position is 1. [8] 

The external leakage was treated as laminar flow, represented by the product of leakage 

coefficient and pressure drop as in Eq. (13).  
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Based on experimental results, a new leakage model considering both pressure and valve 

orifice area is proposed in our study. The information of the spool position is represented by 

us as described above (Fig.7); the new model of external leakage flows of valve is then 

constructed in the following form (Fig.8):  
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Here, QLe1 – QLe4 are the leakage flows (m
3
/s), l1 – l4 the leakage flow coefficients (m

3
s

-1
Pa

-

1
), us1 – us4 the input voltages for the maximum leakage openings, and f(us, usi) the leakage 

function of opening. The pressures at valve ports are then described as: [8] 
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Figure 8 - Block scheme of pressures and flows at valve 
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The study of valve shows that the valve leakage is of laminar flow: the leakage flow is 

proportional to the pressure drop and also changes with the valve opening. The feature can 

be modelled using polynomial regression as follows: 
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Here x is the travel distance of the valve, and xmax is the maximum leakage opening. When 

x = 0, the valve is in the neutral position. Q denotes the leakage, and Q0 is the leakage 

factor which is not related to distance x. Eq. (16) can be reformulated as follows:  
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The spool position displacement xs is small (of the scale 10
-1

 mm) and is transformed into 

voltage us to be observed. Denoting usi the input voltage for the maximum leakage opening, 

knowing that x/xmax = us/usi, the following formula is then obtained: 
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The curve defined by Eq. (18) passes through points (0, 1) and (1, 0), and satisfies the 

following features (Fig. 9): 
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The constants obtained are [b0 b1 b2 b3] = [1 0 -3 2]. [8] 
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Figure 9 - Model of leakage with the valve opening [7] 

2.4. Passification of the Control Valve (Case Study) 

2.4.1. Note 

The final target in this project work is to apply passification to all system parts to evaluate 

the whole system under passive mode and control the system by developing a force 

feedback control algorithm.  

Passive based algorithm describes the system behavior that may, in principle of force and 

motion control, be presented by passive or passified physical system. In the other hand, 

active law needs a power source to be presented in the system. As passive system 

guarantees stability; a passive control model which mimicking a passive system is also 

stable. As long as active control system may absolutely be stable, but just a passive system 

could remain stable at all frequencies when has interact with passive environments typical 

in robotic industry.  

In this section mathematical modeling of system passification is under study. Based on this 

study the necessary algorithm is under design which will apply to the system in second part 

of the project which is not included in this thesis. 
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This section is developed based on remarkable studies which have been done by a research 

group from Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Minnesota under supervision of 

Prof. Perry Y. Li. [7] 

Also it should be mention that the passified valve dynamics which will be introduced in this 

section is based on the hydraulic actuator that is symmetric, thus PL=PA-PB and QL=Q1=Q2. 

However in our system the cylinder is unsymmetrical, the payload pressure PL, QL and the 

dynamic behavior of servo valve‘s spool are quite different due to the dynamic flow force. 

These differences and problems are the new challenges which will be solved, developed 

and applied to this project work in the second part of project. 

2.4.2. Introduction 

Hydraulic systems, as power reservoirs and transmission systems, offer wonderful benefits 

over electromechanical or strictly mechanical counterparts in terms of power concentration, 

flexibleness and portability. Large numbers of hydraulic systems need touching and 

adjoining the physical environments. It is necessary the particular systems can safely come 

in contact with the environments without accidentally damaging the environments or 

themselves. Both the safety and the human friendliness facets of these practical applications 

can be heightened if the system can be proved to be passive. Roughly speaking, a passive 

system acts as if it does not generate energy, but only stores, breaks up and frees it.  

The constitutional safety that passive systems yield has been tapped in machines that come 

in contact with humans such as smart physical exercise fitness equipment, bilateral 

teleoperated manipulators and Cobots. It can also be exploited in the passive speed field 

control strategy of which by being sure that the closed loop system is passive, allows 

mechanical systems to become aligned and at the same time come in contact safely with the 

in lots of ways not well qualified environment. [7] 

Passive systems are also quite possibly comfortable to control. A reason for this is that 

while most configuration of stable haptic feedback of the environment to the human 

operator will be rather natural to accomplish for a passive system.  
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A key assumption for large numbers of passivity based control strategies is that the 

underlying system contains some passivity property.  

The aim of this division is to look into the passivity belongings of a key element in a 

hydraulic system and to project alteration and control so that the valve goes passive. 

Specially, it will be shown that the directional control valve, as a one-port, is not passive 

regarding the hydraulic power input at the hydraulic intake. Using a correspondent 

electrical circuit, the original source of the non-passivity is discovered. Afterwards, we will 

show that the valve can go passive if highly accurate first or second order spool dynamics 

are imposed. This passification technique can be extended to the two-port valve. In case of 

second order spool dynamics, valve can be passified by creating hardware change to the 

valve, or by using active feedback recompense. [7] 

2.4.3. Preliminaries 

Think about a dynamical system with input u and output y. A supply rate for a system can 

be specified to be any function of the input output pair s:(u, y) → s(u, y) ∈ R that is Lle 

integrable in time. Being, a system is said to be dissipative or passive regarding the supply 

rate s(u, y) if, for a applied initial status, there exists a constant c so that for all time t and 

for all input u( ⋅ ), 

                   
 

 
      (20) 

For physical systems, effective supply rates are those tied in with power input into the 

system. Generally in most physical systems, u(t) and y(t) are the complemented attempt 

flow or flow attempt variable pairs. For such systems, the supply rate made by the inner 

product of the effort such force, pressure voltage, and the flow (e.g. velocity, flow, current) 

variables measures the physical power input to the dynamical system. [6]  

The imbalance (20) shows that the net energy which might be obtained from a passive 

system is finite and bounded by the initial energy of the dynamical system, c
2
. 
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For a two-port system which interacts with two environments through the input output 

variable quantities (u1, y1), and (u2, y2) at the two individual ports, a system is stated to be 

passive with a power scaling ρ > 0, if [6] 

     
             

                
 

 
    (21) 

Here, the supply rate for the two-port system s ((u1, y1), (u2, y2)) consists of the sum of the 

power input at port 1 scaled by ρ and the power input at port 2. For the teleoperator system, 

port 1 can be the human interaction port, and port 2 is the work environment port. Then, ρ > 

1 and ρ < 1 correspond to the human power amplification and attenuation factors 

respectively. 

To demonstrate that a system is passive with respect to a supply rate s(u, y), it suffices to 

define a storage function W(x), which is a positive scalar function of the state x, with the 

property that:  

 

  
                      (22) 

Integrating with respect to time, gives 

                  
 

 
      (23) 

For physical systems, the total energies of the systems are good candidates for storage 

functions. [6] 

2.4.4. Four way directional control valves are not passive 

Four way directional valves are central to electro hydraulic engineering. Perhaps the most 

common four way valve is expressed in Fig. 10. A hydraulic device, as well as a hydraulic 

actuator (piston) or a hydraulic motor, is attached to device ports A and B. The constant 

supply pressure Ps> 0 is generally speaking given by a pump and an accumulator, and the 

return line is plugged into the source at pressure P0≈0. By stroking the spool in the four way 

valve, now is metered into and out of the device ports A and B. 
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For instance, whenever the spool is stroked left (as demonstrated in Figure. 10), now is 

metered into port A from the pump and out of port B back to the source. (7). 

 

Figure 10 - Four way, three land directional valve [7] 

When the spool is stroked to the right now motion takes place in the reverse direction.  

For easiness, presume that this valve will likely to be attached to equipments that cannot 

store fluid mass.  

This supposition excepts single ended actuators that have dissimilar cap side and rod side 

areas. Nevertheless, it lets us analyze the fundamental interaction between the valve and the 

equipment as a one-port with the pressure deviation, PL = PA - PB and the flow rate Q = Q1 

= Q2 being the matching effort and flow variable quantities. We further presume that the 

four way valve is critically lapped, corresponded and symmetrical. Under these 

suppositions, it is an easy task to show that the pressure at the two end PA and PB are 

symmetrically located from Ps/2, in the sense that 

 Ps = Ps – P0 = PA + PB;  PA – PB = PL. 

This means that Ps + PL = 2PA and Ps - PL, = 2PB so that as PL increases from 0, PA and PB 

increases and decreases symmetrically from Ps/2. 

Under these assumptions, the relationship between the flow rate and the pressure difference 

can be readily derived using the standard orifice relationship [7]: 
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where Cd > 0 is the orifice coefficient, p > 0 is t he fluid density, w > 0 is the gradient of the 

orifice area with respect to the spool position, and xv  is t he spool displacement from the 

center position. In normal operation, ׀PL׀ < Ps so that only the first case statement in Eq. 

(24) is normally used. We include the abnormal case Ps   sgn(xv)PL for mathematical 

completeness.[7] 

A natural supply rate to consider for the four way valve is: 

s (PL,Q):= - PLQ                         (25) 

which is the hydraulic power in put exerted by the hydraulic device on the valve. 

Proposition  For each non-zero fixed spool position xv≠0, the four way directional valve is 

not passive with respect to the supply rate in Eq. (25). 

Proof: Let xv≠0 be a non-zero spool position. 

Choose a constant port pressure trajectory PL (t) = Pc such that 0 < sgn (xv) Pc < Ps. From 

Eq. (24), define p0 = PL (t). Q (t) = Pc .Q L (xv, Pc) > 0, 

                   
 

 

 

Thus, any amount of energy M > 0 can be extracted by waiting for a long enough time t > 

M /p0 because then, [7] 

                
 

 

 

Therefore, there is no constant c > 0 that will satisfy Eq. (20) for all t > 0. This proves that 

the valve is not passive. 
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Note that p0 in the proof above is the power with drawn from the valve. This proffer 

demonstrates that for each constant spool position xv, it is entirely possible for a device 

connected to the valve to pull out a vast amount of energy from the valve. An important 

part which lets an infinite amount of energy to be extracted from it is definitely not passive 

regarding the supply rate given by power input into t he component. 

Let us rewrite Eq. (24) as: [7] 

                                  (26) 

Where 

                      
  

            (27) 

is the flow rate through the valve when PL = 0, where 

    
  

      

And 
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2.4.5. Passifying the one port valve 

We now project a style in order to make the four way valve passive, The key strategy is to 

make the spool position  xv (or the current source) dynamically related the port pressure PL. 

In principle, the current source will be exchanged by an inductor. 

Give consideration to the ideal spool dynamics 

                 (29) 
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Allows us to think of this as the dynamics of a light and to a great extent damped spool 

acted on by a force - APL. 

One way to produce the force - APL is to utilize the actual pressure forces to act on the 

spool via direct structural feedback. This can be accomplished by making the spool lands 

have dissimilar areas (see Fig. 11).  

 

Figure 14 - Structural pressure feedback using different land areas [7] 

For instance, if we make the center land area Ain smaller in comparison to outlying land 

area Aout so that A = Aout - Ain , then the pressure force acting on the spool would be  -APL. 

Instead, this force may be yielded by an actuator such as a second stage valve or a linear 

motor that acts on the spool, utilizing pressure measuring in the both chambers. [7] 

Therein part, we will imply that the spool dynamics Eq. (29) passifies the four way valve. 

We prorogue, to a later section, the detailed discussion of how to accommodate the reality 

that the spool dynamics are actually second order. 

To see intuitively how Eq. (29) could even successfully make the four way valve passive, 

notice the compensatory consequence of the spool dynamics when PL steps up : an increase 

in PL would normally pull out more power from the valve if Q were to remain the same 

exact. Nevertheless, with the spool dynamics in Eq. (29), the order of magnitude of xv, 

therefore the now rate Q, are diminished. The spool dynamics in Eq. (29) hence limits the 

power. As we shall see, the spool dynamics also limits the available energy. 
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2.4.6. Passivity of the two port valve 

A passive one-port hydraulic valve is absolutely not very beneficial considering the fact 

that it only responds to the environment but cannot be commanded. We now present a 

passive two-port valve in which the addition port can be used as a port for external control, 

such as direct or teleoperated control by a human. We alter the spool dynamics Eq. (29) that 

makes it can come in contact with an extra external force Fx: [7] 

                   (30) 

                            (31) 

where Q0(xv) and             are given by Eqs, (27) and (28) and B > 0 is the damping. 

Notice that the spool is now affected by both the hydraulic port pressure PL, and the 

additional control command Fx. 

The valve is now a two-port device. The first port of this system interacts with the hydraulic 

device via the effort and now variables (PL ,Q). The additional port interacts with a control 

unit via the variables (Fx , xv). For this two-port system we can think of PL, and Fx as the 

input variables, and Q and xv as the output variables. 

The modified two-port nonlinear valve given by Eqs (30) - (31) is passive with respect to 

the supply rate given by 

                  
 

  
                      (32) 

Where          
  

     and A is the pressure feedback constant in (30). 
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2.4.7. Passivity of valves with second order spool dynamics 

Spools have inertia, so their dynamics are necessarily second order. In this section, we 

consider spool dynamics of the form: 

    
    

   
  
   

    
   
    

      
          (33) 

where     is the spool inertia. These characteristics can be recognized by utilizing a force 

motor to produce the force Fx and using either structural pressure feed back or sensing 

element actuator feedback to gain knowledge of APL. The second order dynamics produce 

an estimation of the wanted spool dynamics Eq. (30) basically because as    , the slow 

dynamics is given by: [7] 

             

Which particularly is the wanted spool dynamics in Eq. (30), The question we needs to now 

answer is how the passiveness attribute that results from the idealistic spool dynamics Eq. 

(30) can be preserved when the spool dynamics turns to Eq, (33).  

We project two methods to guarantee the passivity of the hydraulic valve in attendance of 

non-zero spool inertia. In the first technique, we employ an output redefinition technique 

which adds up to physically presenting an additional fluid leakage and a stiff fundamental 

interaction spring. In the second strategy, active feedback control is utilized for enforce the 

passivity [7] 

2.4.7.1. Passive passification method 

In this technique, we make two adjustments to the two-port valve. First, we add an 

additional leakage between the fluid chambers (Fig. 12) such that 

                        with   with becoming a leakage coefficient. This can be done 

by just adding an orifice throughout the outlets, or by punching a hole between the two 

middle chambers in the valve.  
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The second adjustment to the valve system is to put a spring with spring constant K 

between the spool and the actuator that supplies the force Fx .  The outputs of the two-port 

valve are correspondingly altered to: 

                         
  

    
                  (34) 

       
 

 
            (35) 

 

Figure 12 - Valve with extra leakage and added spring [7] 

Where y called the interaction displacement for the force Fx, is the displacement of the end 

of the spring at which Fx, is applied (Fig, 12). It is possible to bound the nonlinear 

leakage   by a linear leakage if        is known to be bounded. Let            
 
    

   

Then whenever,          

                      

As      and      , the altered outputs       and y in Eqs, (34)-( 35) converge to Q 

and xv ,respectively which are the port  flow variables for the two-point valve with the ideal 

first order dynamics. The subsequent theorem states that with desirable leakage  and spring 

constant K, the changed valve is passive regarding a altered supply rate. Furthermore, the 

demeanor of the modified valve comes near the behavior of the valve with the first order 

spool dynamics when the inertia of the spool is not big. 
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Theorem Take into account the four way directional valve which is modified by a leakage  

, and an interaction spring K, and whose output equations are given by Eqs (34)-( 35). 

Suppose that the spool dynamics are second order and are given by Eq, (33). The two-port 

valve has the following characteristics: [7] 

1. It is passive with respect to the supply rate:  

                        
 

  
                      (36) 

if the matrix 

  

 

 
 
 
 

  

 
  

 
   
  

 

  
 

  

 
 
 
 

 

where    is the linear leakage is not a negative definite. Therefore, the conformity 1/K and 

leakage    can be selected to be arbitrarily small when spool inertia to    . 

2. Let           and              be the flow rate and the spool movement 

trajectories of the two-port valve with first order idealistic spool dynamics, described by 

Eqs, (30)-(31), given a pair of limited pressure and interaction  force trajectories input 

                

Let         and y(t) be the modified flow and interaction shift of the two-port valve given 

by Eqs.(33) and (34) -(35), that has been changed by leakage   and inter spring K, under 

the same input              . Presume that               and        . Under these 

conditions, as          , 
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The advantage of the passive pass il1cation method is that the structural pressure feedback, 

as well as the extra leakage and interaction spring can all be implemented by using 

hardware components. Sensing / actuation is not needed. However, the extra leakage can 

lead to inefficiency, and the extra interaction spring may introduce sluggishness when using 

the interaction displacement y as feedback signal. [7] 

2.4.7.2. Active passification 

The passive passification technique has several drawbacks. For example, a possibly large 

additional leakage, which introduces ineff1ciency, is needed. Moreover, the damping B 

must be suff1ciently large. 

This phenomenon also proves that the area differential A for the pressure feedback should 

be correspondingly increased to preserve sensitivity. In case the pressure feedback is to be 

achieved using structural feedback, then the spool size must be increased. The spool inertia 

may then have to increase even more.  

To dominate these challenges, an active feedback strategy is projected. [7] 

We specify the spool dynamics to be 

                               (37) 

where      is the active passification control to be defined . Let 

      
 

 
          

Then the spool dynamics become: 

     
  
   

  

   
  
    

 
   

      
    
 

 
 

  

        

 

     (38) 

Now define the control      to be of the form: 

           
 

 
                                        (39) 

where   is a positive constant,       is some dominating gains to be chosen, and denotes        

the best estimate of the argument. [7] 
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Theorem Assume the spool dynamics given by (24) with the control law      given by Eq. 

(39). If       in Eq. (39) is defined so that 

                       
         

                      

then the four· way two-port valve is passive in regards to the supply rate 

                  
 

  
                  (40) 

It is important to know that this supply rate is precisely the one for the valve with the first 

order spool dynamics. [7] 

In the case of utilizing the active passification method, it is not needed to have B as a large 

value. It is nevertheless required that the derivative of        should be well estimated or 

no infinite. The spool dynamics resulting from Eq. (37) and (39) are not the ideal first order 

spool dynamics in Eq (30) anymore. Therefore, if the approximates of the derivatives of PL, 

and Fx, are ideal, the transfer function from        , to    will be given by: 

     
     

               
  

Be aware that   presents a spring force which has the hugest effect at low frequencies. At 

high frequencies, the H(s) approximates     which is the first order dynamics in Eq. (30). 

[7] 
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Position Controller 

 

 
3. Position Controller 

3.1. Introduction 

The main goal of this project is to develop a Force feedback based controller to control the 

system when it has contact with environment. This task is under study and the force 

feedback controller will be applied to the system after completing the study and algorithm 

design. But position controller of the sliders end effector before making any contact with 

environment and also during the contact is really important too. In this section a previous 

designed position controller based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) equipped with 

powerful switch logic is under study to evaluate the performance of the controller on 

current project system.  

The main idea is that the intelligent controller controls the both systems after switching and 

then optimized with the simulation model and then improving the simulated response the 

improved controller is switched to control the real system. The switching criterion is the 

comparison between the current simulated control output and real system output.  
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3.2. PC-based controllers 

The PC-based controllers have recently become quite powerful. This makes it possible to 

utilize more and more complex models and algorithms in real-time control. The classical 

way is to use linear observer (Luenberg, Kalman) to approximate the missing sensor signals. 

Instead of estimating feedback signals, this study uses non-linear real-time simulators in 

parallel with the real system which makes it easier to apply intelligent methods into control 

of systems. Directed random search methods such as genetic algorithms and differential 

evolution have widely been applied in the field of machine learning. They have appeared to 

be extremely capable in finding global optimum in presence of nonlinearities and they can 

effectively solve discrete optimization problems. In machine learning those algorithms have 

serious drawbacks such as unstable generations and slow convergence speed. Also their 

applications in tuning controllers and optimization of controller structures have widely been 

discussed in literature. Their practical applications are restricted, because of damage treats 

of their instability which is not allowed in most cases. [9] 

In this project proposes a novel method that combines directed random search and real-time 

simulators for developing robust, intelligent adaptive controllers for a hydraulic servo 

system. Directed random search method has positive effects on the structure and controlled 

parameters in which they can be optimized to achieve good control properties. The key 

problem that restricts the use of directed random search methods in adaptive control is the 

generations of parameters and/or controller structures that cause instability during 

optimization.  To overcome the problem each generation is tested on-line by a real-time 

simulator before applying into the real process. A traditional linear controller generally 

provides better performance over intelligent controller during the whole operating range of 

the control system except in some parts of the work cycle. 

Basic idea is to use real-time simulator in parallel with the real process and develop an 

intelligent switching method that selects linear controller or intelligent controller according 

to which of these currently provide better control system behaviour. Fig.13 shows the 

scheme of this control method. [9] 
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Figure 13 - Scheme of control method 

The main idea is that the intelligent controller controls the both systems after switching and 

then optimized (with the simulation model) and after improving the simulated response the 

improved controller is switched to control the real system. The switching criterion is the 

comparison between the current simulated control output and real system output.  

In the optimization the cost function between reference input and simulated output is used 

to calculate the cost function for particle swarm algorithm (PSO) algorithm. This would 

lead into optimum control parameters and avoids bad parameter combinations normally 

apparent when optimizing with directed random search method. The transition is smooth to 

avoid disturbances. [9] 

3.3. Particle Swarm Optimization 

Proportional integral derivative (PID) controller tuning is an interesting field of study for 

researchers in different engineering and technology divisions for a long time. In this 

research the PID controller tuning algorithm is based on Particle Swarm Optimization 

which is combined with foraging behaviour of E coli bacteria foraging. The PSO algorithm 

could lead to the local minimum solutions and the E coli algorithm which is based on 

random search directions may lead to delay in reaching the global solution. But the both 

algorithms combinations could lead to better optimization values.  
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Numerical optimization methods become significantly powerful for PID controller 

parameter tuning by using new computational devices. Several optimization techniques 

have been adopted to solve a variety of engineering problems in the previous studies based 

on swarming principle.  Swarming strategies in bird flocking and fish schooling are used in 

the Particle Swarm Optimization introduced by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995. The choice 

of PSO parameters can have a large impact on optimization performance. Selecting PSO 

parameters that yield good performance has therefore been the subject of much research. [9] 

3.4. PID tuning based on Particle Swarm Optimization strategy combined 

with Bacterial Foraging 

The PSO consists of swarming particles which are initialized with a population of random 

solutions. The particles move reiteratively through the solution space to search the best 

solutions. Fig. 14 shows the scheme of PSO algorithm flowchart.  

 

Figure 14 - Scheme of PSO algorithm flowchart 
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Each particle has a position represented by a position-vector   
 , where i is the index of the 

particle, and a velocity represented by a velocity-vector   
  . Each particle remembers its 

own best position      
 . Then the vector of best position from the swarm would store in 

vector       
 . [9] 

During the iteration time k, the update of the velocity from the previous velocity to the new 

velocity is determined by. 

    
    

             
    

               
    

     (41) 

A new position will determine by sum of previous position vectors and the new velocity 

vector. [9] 

    
    

    
               (42) 

where R1 and R2 are random numbers.  

This is the particle which makes the decision to move to the next position. The particle do 

this with attention to the previous date stored in memory as the best past position. 

Also the data of the most successful particle with the best position has effects on particle 

next position. These selection behaviours of particle watch to avoid poor foraging and 

improve foraging strategies.  

The main goal of foraging process is to achieve the maximization energy per unit time 

which is spent for foraging after enormous generations. The E coli bacterium has a control 

system that enables it to search for best position and try to avoid noxious positions (local 

optimums). The bacteria distributed behaviour can model as the following stages: 

Stage1: Swarming and Tumbling (Ns) 

While Particle swims or tumbles from one side, it produces a force against this point in the 

other side which pushing the particle to next position. 
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Stage2: Chemotaxis (Nc) 

A Chemotaxis is a series of result swim steps following by tumble and subsequently the 

maximum of swim with a chemotactic step is predefined by Ns. In order to represent a 

tumble, a random vector with unity length and with the direction Delta (n, i) is generated. 

This vector is the tool to find the orientation of motion after each tumble.  

Also the position of each particle is symbolized by P (n, i, j, k, ell), where n is the 

dimension of search space, k is the index of reproduction step and ell is the index of 

elimination-dispersal events. The new particle position after tumbling is described as: [9] 

            
            

                      (43) 

Stage3: Reproduction (Nre) 

After ‗Nc‘ steps, there would be a reproduction step. The number of population which has 

enough nutritious particles will reproduce (split in two) with no changes. For easiness S is 

assumed as a positive integer:  

Sr =S/2         (44) 

Stage4: Elimination and dispersal (Ned) 

The effect of elimination and dispersal may destroy chemotactic development. In the other 

hand these two factors effect on Chemotaxis positively, since dispersal place particle near a 

better position. In this research the target is to find global minimal error integral when 

different input signals apply to the plant which is equipped with PID controller by tuning 

the Kp proportional gain, Ki integral gain and Kd differential gain values. [9] 
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3.5. Controller Experiment steps 

In first step, the design of the model of the servo cylinder system by utilizing Markov Chain 

Monte Carlo Method has been done.  The model has examined by different input signals 

and the accuracy and the controllability of the model has been tested. Figure 15 illustrated 

the response of modelled system to pulse input. Red curve is the input signal.  

 

Figure 15 - System responses to pulse input 

By using a linear PID controller the response of the real system is compared with the model. 

In spite of some small differences between modelled and real system because of effect of 

external disturbances such as friction forces on real system, Model system is followed the 

real system accurately. This outputs achieved by applying a simple linear PID controller to 

both systems. In order to design the nonlinear intelligent PID tuned controller the 

combination of PSO and bacterial foraging algorithms has been used.  

The effect of the PSO tuner on the PID controller is checked by connecting the PSO to a 

simple system. The effect of the PID which is tuned by the PSO optimizer is described in 

figure 16 (red curve: output of linear PID; blue curve: output of PSO controller). 
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Figure 16 - Response of simple system with linear PID and PSO controller 

The output of the MCMC based model equipped by the PSO optimizer has been compared 

with the performance of real system equipped by linear controller. Output of real system 

equipped by linear controller and simulated systems with PSO tuner without switching and 

connecting the systems together with same input and same timing has been illustrated in 

figure 17. 

 

Figure 17 - Output of real system equipped by linear controller simulated systems with PSO 
tuner without switching 

The next step was to design the switch between the real and the model system. The main 

responsibility of the switch is to feed the real system with the best possible PID values. 
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The designed switch uses the ITAE cost function to find out which PID values, from the 

linear controller or the PSO PID tuner, produces a lowest ITAE value. There are different 

cost functions to find the best PID values but the squared error integral criteria is the most 

common for such optimization. Fig. 18 illustrated the designed switching system. This 

switching model designed by SIMULINK and then transferred to d-space environment. 

 

Figure 18 - The scheme of the switching system between real and simulated models 

The logic that has been used in the switch design is that (referring Fig 64), the reference 

input for both systems are the same. The real system is equipped by the linear controller 

and the MCMC model is equipped by the PSO intelligent PID optimizer. The optimized 

PID values come from and Matlab function in another Simulink file and the linear PID 

controller and is situated in d-space environment. Both systems have data transfer from a 

Matlab Mlib function. In each iteration, the switch logic checks the error of both systems 

from the reference input by using ITAE method.  

In case of better results from PSO controller, it controls both systems after switching and 

then is optimized (with the simulation model) and after improving the simulated response 

the improved controller is switched to control the real system. 
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Then the model has connected to the real mechanism and different inputs applied to both 

systems in Matlab-Simulink and d-space environment. In order to run the real system in d-

space environment and simulated system in Matlab environment, a real time model is made 

from switching system and compiled to the d-space environment. But in operating stage the 

model faced with one of the weaknesses of Simulink software. The problem started when 

the PSO tuner function and the simulated model were in a single Simulink file. In this 

situation when the model runs the model speed was so low. In order to solve this problem 

the MCMC simulated model has been compiled as a real time model to the d-space 

environment. 

Simulink mlibs have been used as a tool to make the data transfer between d-space and 

Simulink. Another important issue during applying the best existed P, I and D values was 

avoiding any shock in real system because of the new PID. In order to solve this problem 

the new PID is applied to the real system by using a cubic function. This cubic function is a 

third degree function (curve) between the old and new PID. In order to test the whole 

system when all parts and systems are online, after checking all technical and safety factors, 

the system has been tested with different inputs. Figure 19 shows the system output for a 

pulse input (red curve: input; green curve: simulator output; blue curve: real system output). 

 

Figure 19 - The system output for a pulse input 
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The MCMC output in real time test has higher quality than the real system. The new PID 

values from intelligent controller are applied to the real system after checking by the 

switching system during the running period instead of linear controller. 

Also the response of the system to a sine wave input is described in figure 20. In this graph 

from d-space interface, the red curve is the input, the green curve is the simulator output 

and the blue curve is the real system output. In the first seconds of experiment, the 

simulator model (MCMC based) tries to follow the input signal as fast as possible. The real 

system does the same as the model, but it is slower. After few seconds both systems have 

the minimum error from the input. 

 

Figure 20 - System output to a Sine wave input 

Fig. 21 shows the system input and outputs after few seconds when the error is in its 

minimum value. 

But mathematical model is always faster and more accurate than the real system. The 

reason is that although MCMC algorithm gives a very accurate model in hand but still there 

are some external disturbances in the real system that not considered in modelled system. 

Therefore the simulated output is simpler and closer to standard wave and the real response 

which suffers from external disturbances whereas system in accuracies is more far from the 

input. 
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Also the data transaction between real model via sensors to d-space environment and then 

to the main control desk top makes the simulated model which is running on the desktop 

CPU to be faster.  

 

Figure 21 - System output to a Sine wave input, when both real and simulated outputs fit to the 
input 

3.6. Passive Teleoperator Controllers 

To conserve passivity, the controller will be projected that makes it is passive regarding the 

supply rate as defined. Furthermore, the motions of the control stick and of the hydraulic 

actuator must likewise be coordinated so that the coordination error converges to zero. 

The control law will be designed to have good coordination performance for relatively slow 

manipulations, specifically when the passified valve dynamics can be well approximated by 

the static relationship. [6] 
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PHANTOM 
 

 

 

4. PHANTOM 

4.1. What is Haptics? 

Haptics is the science of integrating the sense of touch and control into computer practical 

applications throughout force or tactual feedback. Utilizing particular input/output devices 

called haptic devices with a tactually enabled application which human operator can sense 

and manipulate practical 3D physical objects. Some of those feedback used to carry the 

sense of touch is defined by the sort of haptic device being used. This section developed 

based on PHANTOM premium device guide for Models 1.0 / 1.5 / 1.5HF / 1.5 6DOF, ©2003-2008 

built up by SensAble Technologies, Inc.  

Practical application areas for haptics are sundry and continually spreading out. These 

comprise of: 

 Surgical simulation and medical training 

 Painting, sculpting, and CAD 

 Military applications such as aerospace and military training and simulation 

 Assistive technology for the blind or visually impaired 

 Simple interaction techniques with the standard user interface such as 

opening/closing windows, and interacting with menus 

 Gaming [2] 
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4.2. The PHANTOM Premium Haptic Device 

The SensAble Technologies PHANTOM products of haptic devices specifically, 

PHANTOM Premium raises efficiency and productivity by enabling the majority of 

intuitive human computer fundamental interaction possible, the capability to solve 

problems by sense of touch. The PHANTOM system has become broadly recognized as the 

best 3DOF force feedback equipment in hand. It is not like any other haptic tools that it 

offers realistic THREE DIMENSIONAL Touch engineering, the power to feel the 

properties of 3D environment, with higher fidelity and less expensive than other force-

feedback equipments. Figure 22 illustrated the Phantom device which has been used in this 

project.  

It is the first time that computer generated objects will be created, manipulated, and 

deformed just such as their real counterparts in to the highest degree natural possible. 

Mechanical engineers can perform maintenance studies and look into tolerances of 

assemblies.  [1] 

 

 

Figure 22 - the Phantom device which has been used in this project 
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4.3. Maximizing Positioning Accuracy 

The target is to accomplish a high level of positioning reliability in the PHANTOM device. 

PHANTOM instruments have remarkable inherent repeatability under no load statuses. 

Nevertheless, they can only be precise if they have been initialized in an appropriate way.  

4.3.1. Why initialization matters 

PHANTOM equipments are equipped with incremental rotary encoders that evaluate the 

joint angles of PHANTOM device. These measurings are used to calculate the end effector 

position in Cartesian space then, with regards to the linkage structure, link lengths and other 

parameters.  

This strategy of arriving at the end effector position implies a genuine understanding of the 

joint angles. However, incremental encoders can just prepare angular measurings related to 

the joint angles in which the system awakened at initialization point. In order to get 

absolute angular measurements, the system should initialize at a known position and 

orientation, in lots of ways acknowledged as neutral position. Figure 23 give a better 

understanding on end joint calculation using joint angles.  [1] 

 

Figure 23 - Endpoint calculation based on joint angels [1] 
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4.3.2. Initialization position for PHANTOM Devices 

To keep the initialization procedure simple, we have chosen an easily recognized point in 

the center of the workspace of the PHANTOM as neutral position. Roughly speaking, the 

optimal startup position involves keeping the first link horizontal and perpendicular to the 

front face of the base, and the second link vertical and pointing down from the first.  

The purpose of this process is to line up the four rotary joints of the PHANTOM 4-bar 

linkage to take shape of a rectangle. If for example the two joints on the short linkage 

closest to the base are named Joints 1 and 2, and the joints on the second linkage are 

addressed as Joints 3 and 4, the lines between Joints 1 and 3 and Joints 2 and 4 needs to be 

horizontal, and the lines between Joints 1 and 2 and Joints 3 and 4 should be vertical. 

Figure 24 indicates the PHANTOM right initialization position approach. [1] 

 

Figure 24 - PHANTOM correct initialization position [1] 

Given that the initialization position orders newer positioning reliability of the PHANTOM, 

is it adequate to eyeball the startup position or is it necessary to develop a fixture to make 

sure precise and repeatable system initialization.  
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The answer to that question depends greatly on the application. The following figure shows 

typical positioning errors for a PHANTOM 1.5 when the initialization position is translated 

from the optimal startup position by an ―eyeballing‖ error of 0.2" in the -x and -z directions.  

The best-case fault is around the initialization spot with the errors rising much wider close 

to the edges of the workspace. Moreover, there is while most skewing of the coordinate 

system. For their error in described position, the forces demonstrated to the user will also be 

likewise skewed. Nevertheless, the human is an imprecise position and force measuring 

device and such deviations are usually not perceivable.  

For practical applications in which just a PHANTOM is employed to present forces in a 

virtual reality simulation, eyeballing is typically enough. Then again, for applications in 

which position is vital, such as teleoperation, 3D digitization or operation of two 

PHANTOMs in the same space, it is broadly speaking advisable to develop a jig for exact 

initialization. [1] 

 

Figure 25 - PHANTOM 1.5 Positioning errors with typical eyeballing error [1] 
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4.4. PHANTOM Premium Specifications 

Table 1 - PHANTOM Premium Specifications [1] 

Workspace 381 W x 267 H x 191 D mm 

Range of Motion 
Lower arm movement pivoting at 

elbow 

Back drive friction 
0.75 oz 
0.2 N 

Continuous exert able force (nominal position) 
1.4 lbf 
6.2 N 

Inertia without encoder gimbal 
< 0.33 lbm 

< 150 g 

Position Sensing x, y, z (roll, pitch, Yaw) 

Supported Platforms Intel-based PCs 

Footprint 
13 W x 10 D inches 
330 W x 254 D mm 

Nominal Position Resolution 
3784 dpi 
0.007mm 

Maximum exert able force (nominal position) 
8.4 lbf 
37.5 N 

Stiffness 
20 lbf in-1 

3.5 N mm-1 

Force Feedback x, y, z 

Interface Parallel Port 
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5 

PHANTOM programming 
 

 

 

5.1. Introduction 

The OpenHaptics toolkit consisted of the QuickHaptics micro API, Haptic Device API 

(HDAPI), Haptic Library API (HLAPI), Utilities, PHANTOM Device Drivers (PDD), 

Source Code Instances Programmers Guide and the API Reference. QuickHaptics is a 

micro API that helps it be easy to write new haptic practical applications or to append 

haptics to existing applications. Built in geometry parsers and smart default option 

parametric quantities gives the ability to organize haptics scenes with a minimum level of 

code usage. The HDAPI prepares low level access to the haptic device, allows haptics 

computer programmers to render forces directly, offers up control over configuring the 

runtime response of the drivers, and gives much more comfortable utility features and 

debugging assistances. The HLAPI gives out high level haptic rendering as well as 

familiarity to OpenGL API software engineers. It gives up wonderful reuse of existing 

OpenGL code and enormously simplifies synchronization of the haptics and graphics 

threads. The PHANTOM Device Drivers help support all presently shipping PHANTOM 

devices. 

In order to develop this section OPENHAPTICS TOOLKIT programmer‘s guide produced 

by SensAble Technologies, Inc. was one of the major references. [2] 
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5.1.1. What is OpenHaptics? 

OpenHaptics seeks to make computer programming easier by capsulating the basic steps 

most commonly known to all haptics practical applications. This kind of encapsulation is 

applied in the C + + classes of the QuickHaptics micro API. By predicting typical use 

scenarios, extensive range of default parameter settings is put into place that let the 

consumer to code haptically enabled practical applications really expeditiously. 

The common steps required by haptics/graphics applications include: 

 Parsing geometry files from popular animation packages 

 Creating graphics windows and initializing the OpenGL environment 

 Initializing one or multiple haptics devices 

 Scene and camera design 

 Mapping force and stiffness parameters to objects in the scene 

 Setting up callback responses to interactions 

During an informed selection of default values for haptic parameters, a computer 

programmer can produce a viable scene without the requirement to explicitly determine the 

position, device space parametric quantities, or settings for diverse form properties.  

In the second QuickHaptics level are functions that give magnificent force effects, more 

flexible model fundamental interactions, and user-defined callback functions. The third 

level of the pyramid demonstrates QuickHaptics is built on the origin originating from the 

existing OpenHaptics HL and HD functions. In most instances, applications previously 

developed in OH should operate with little to no alteration in OpenHaptics.  

The following diagram shows the connection between the QuickHaptics micro API and the 

existing HD and HL layers of OpenHaptics. The QuickHaptics micro API is implemented 

in C + + and the main functional class which is utilized in this project is DeviceSpace. 

DeviceSpace is workspace whereby the haptic device can move. [2] 
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Figure 26 - Pyramid of QuickHaptics built on the foundation provided by the existing 
OpenHaptics HL and HD functions [2] 

Conceptually, the DeviceSpace specifies the force attributes and user fundamental 

interaction throughout the haptic workspace for a special PHANTOM device. The 

DeviceSpace strategy manages: 

- Force effects: Friction, damping (degree of difficulty when moving through the space), 

and constant force. 

- User Callbacks: Function calls that occur as a result of an event. 

Motion, a haptic "touch" or a button press are examples of events 

that can trigger a callback. 

Haptic parametric quantity default values generally are set for the 

center of a haptic equipments range. This imparts at least a minimally 

logical "sense" to objects within the scene. [2] 

5.1.2. Design of a Typical QuickHaptics micro API Program 

A typical QuickHaptics micro API program has the following 

structure. [2]  

Figure 27 - QuickHaptics micro API Program 
Flow [2] 
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5.1.3. Overview of HLAPI vs. HDAPI 

The HLAPI is perfect for high-altitude haptics scene rendering. It is considered for 

advanced OpenGL developers who are less familiar with haptics programming, but desire 

to promptly and comfortably add haptics to existing applications.  

The HDAPI is a low level foundational layer for haptics. It is best applied to developers 

who are already conversant with haptic paradigms and sending forces directly. This 

includes those concerned in haptics research, teleoperation, and remote manipulations. 

Experts could employ HLAPI and HDAPI in combination with QuickHaptics to take 

advantage of all SDKs.  

The HLAPI is built on upside of the HDAPI and provides an enhanced level control of 

haptics than HDAPI, at the expense of suppleness when compared to HDAPI. The HLAPI 

is principally designed for simplicity of usage to those well versed in OpenGL 

programming.  

HDAPI needs the developer to manage direct force supplying for the haptic device whereas 

HLAPI handles the calculations of haptic rendering based on geometric primitives, 

transforms, and material attributes. Direct force rendering with HDAPI requires effective 

force rendering collision detecting algorithms and data structures. This is a result of the 

high frequency of force refreshes required for stable closed-loop control of the haptic 

device. HLAPI varies in this respect, since it shields the developer from having to enforce 

effective force rendering algorithms and managing the synchronization of servo loop 

thread-safe data structures and state. [2] 

5.1.4. Servo Loop 

The servo loop refers to the rigorous control loop employed to compute forces to transmit 

to the haptic device. To be able to supply stable haptic feedback, this loop must be carried 

out at a uniform 1 kHz rate or better. With the intention to keep such a high upgrade rate, 

the servo loop is typically conducted in a apart, high-priority thread. This thread is referred 

to as the servo loop thread.  
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HLAPI makes custom effects possible. A custom effect is mainly responsible for 

supplementing or modifying a force that sent to the haptic device. Since forces are 

calculated in the servo loop thread, the user can select to use HDAPI routines in tandem 

with the custom effect callback attain obtain access to more information about the device, 

such as, device speed and instant rate. Furthermore, the HDAPI scheduler can be used as a 

synchronization mechanism for custom effects so that the main application thread can 

safely modify state or data applied by the effect.  [2] 

5.2. Creating Haptic Environments 

Haptics programming, at its most principal level, can be regarded a form of rendering that 

creates forces to be displayed by a haptic device. Haptics programming can be extremely 

interdisciplinary, merging knowledge from physics, robotics, computational geometry, 

numeric methods, and software engineering. Despite this, attaining compelling interactions 

with a haptic device is truly quite reachable. The objective of this chapter is to present some 

of the principal concepts and methods utilized in haptics programming and to excite 

thought about the wealth of opportunities for integrating haptics into a virtual environment. 

[2] 

5.2.1. Introduction to Forces 

If you are entirely unacquainted with haptics, maybe you are wondering how forces be 

capable to broaden user interaction within a virtual environment. For the class of haptic 

devices supported by the OpenHaptics toolkit, forces are generally utilized to either resist or 

assist motion (i.e. force feedback).  

There are several kinds of ways to compute the forces that are exhibited by the haptic 

device. 

The most interesting force interactions derive from taking into consideration the position of 

the device end-effector (the end of the kinematic chain of the device hold in hand) and its 

relevance to objects in a virtual environment. In the event that zero force is being rendered, 

the movement of the device end-effector should feel comparatively free and weightless. 
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As the operator rotates the devices end-effector around the virtual environment, the haptics 

rendering loop dictations forces at a quite high rate (1000 times per second is a typical 

value) that hinders the end-effector from infiltrating surfaces. This allows the operator to 

efficaciously feel the shape of objects in a virtual environment.  

The way in which forces are calculated can alter to generate different outcomes. For 

instance, the forces generated by the haptics rendering can be used to create an ambient 

effect. [2] 

5.2.2. Force Rendering 

The force vector is the unit of output for a haptic device. There are various methods to 

calculate forces to produce a variety of sensations. The three chief categories of forces that 

can be simulated are: motion dependent, time dependent, or a combination of both. 

5.2.3. Motion Dependent 

A force that is motion dependent implies that it is computed concerning the movement of 

the haptic device. Several samples of motion dependent force rendering follow: 

5.2.3.1. Spring 

A spring force is quite possibly the most usual force calculation utilized in haptics 

rendering since it is very versatile and convenient to use. A spring force can be computed 

by applying Hookes Law (F = kx, where k is a stiffness constant and x is a displacement 

vector). The spring is attached between a fixed anchor position P0 and the device position 

P1. The fixed anchor position is usually mounted on the surface of the object that the user is 

touching. The displacement vector x = P0 - P1 is such that the spring force is always 

directed towards the fixed anchor position. The force felt is called the restoring force of the 

spring, since the spring is trying to restore itself to its rest length, which in this case is to its 

rest length. A low stiffness constant will feel loose, whereas a high stiffness constant will 

feel rigid. [2] 
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5.2.3.2. Damper 

A damper is likewise a common metaphor used in haptics rendering. Its main usefulness is 

for reducing vibration due to the fact that it opposes motion. Generally, the strength of a 

damper is proportional to end-effector velocity. The standard damper equation is F = - bv, 

where b is the damping constant and v is the velocity of the end-effector. The force is 

always pointing in the opposite direction of motion. [2] 

5.2.3.3. Friction 

There a number of forms of friction that can be simulated with the haptic device. These 

include columbic friction, viscous friction, static friction and dynamic friction. 

Columbic friction The most basic form is columbic friction, which simply opposes the 

direction of motion with a constant magnitude friction force. In 1-D, the columbic friction 

force can be represented by the equation F=-c sgn(v); where v is the velocity of the end-

effector and c is the friction constant. Typically, this is implemented using a damping 

expression with a high damping constant and a small constant force clamp. 

Columbic friction helps to create a smooth transition when changing directions, since 

friction will be proportional to velocity for slow movement. 

Viscous friction A second form of friction that is also common is viscous friction, which is 

very similar to columbic friction in that the friction is also, computed using a damping 

expression and a clamp. The difference is that the damping constant is low and the clamp 

value tends to be high. 

Static and dynamic friction This kind of friction is commonly known as stick-slip friction. 

It gets its name as being the friction model switches between no relative motion and 

resisted relative motion. The friction force is invariably defending lateral motion along a 

surface, and the order of magnitude of the friction force is incessantly proportional to the 

perpendicular force of contact. [2] 
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5.2.3.4. Inertia 

Inertia is a force associated with moving a mass. If one knows a given trajectory (for 

example, the solution of the equations of motion), one can easily calculate the force one 

would feel during that motion using Newton‘s Law: F = ma. [2] 

5.2.4. Contact and Constraints 

Simulating contact with a virtual object amounts to computing forces that resist the device 

end-effector from penetrating the virtual object‘s surface. One approach to simulate this 

interaction is through the concept of a proxy that follows the transform of the device 

endeffector in the virtual environment. [2] 

 

Figure 28 - SCP is a point that attempts to follow the end-effector position but is constrained to 
be on the surface of the object. In free space the SCP is at the end-effector position as shown in 
t0. When touching an object the SCP can be calculated by moving the last SCP towards the 
endeffector position without violating the surface. The force is calculated by simulating a spring 
stretched from the end-effector position to the SCP. t1 shows penetration into the object. t2 
shows further penetration – the spring is stretched longer and hence the user will feel greater 
resistance. [2] 

The geometry for the proxy is generally speaking a point, sphere or number of points. If it 

is a point, frequently  also referred to as the surface contact point (SCP); see image for more 

information as the device end-effector penetrates a surface, a transform for the proxy should 

be only computed that attains a minimal energy configuration between the touched surface 

and the tool end-effector. 
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Additionally, the proxy must respect spatial coherence of touch. For instance, invariably 

reference the proxy‘s last transform in the operation of calculating its new transform. As a 

consequence of computing a limited proxy transform, forces can be determined that will 

impede the motion of the haptic tool end-effector from farther penetrating the contacted 

surface area. An easy spring-damper control law can be used for computing the force. There 

are numerous papers in haptics rendering literature that describe computational models to 

solve for the proxy. This method of maintaining a constrained proxy can be utilized for 

feeling all types of geometry, as well as implicit surfaces, polygonal meshes, and voxel 

volumes. It might be applied to sensing geometric constraints, such as points, lines, planes, 

or combinations of those.  [2] 

5.2.5. Combining Haptics with Dynamics 

A haptic device is a natural interface for a dynamic simulation because it allows the user to 

provide both input to the simulation in the form of forces, positions, velocity, etc. as well as 

receive force output from the simulation. There are a number of powerful dynamic toolkits 

available that have been successfully used with haptic devices. Using a dynamic simulation 

with a haptic device requires special treatment, however. First a dynamic simulation works 

by integrating forces applied to bodies. When dealing with a position controlled impedance 

style haptic device, such as the kind currently supported by the OpenHaptics toolkit, forces 

are not directly available as input. Additionally, the mechanical properties and digital nature 

of the haptic device make it challenging to directly incorporate as part of the simulation. 

Combining a haptic device with a dynamic simulation tends to be much more approachable 

and stable if a virtual coupling technique is used. Virtual coupling introduces a layer of 

indirection between the mechanical device and the simulation. This indirection is most 

readily accomplished using a spring-damper between a simulated body and the device end-

effector. The spring-damper provides a stable mechanism for the haptic device and the 

simulated body to exchange forces. 

Optionally, the spring-damper can use different constants for computing the force for the 

device versus the force for the simulated body, which allows for easier tuning of forces 

appropriate for the device versus forces appropriate for the simulation. 
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There is an additional issue with integrating a dynamic simulation with a haptic device that 

often needs to be addressed, which is update rate (or step size). Only simple dynamic 

simulations will be able to run at the haptic device‘s servo loop rate (for example, ~1000 

Hz). Typically, the dynamic simulation is only optimized to run at the same rate as the 

graphics loop (~30 Hz), or rarely faster (~100 Hz). This means that the simulation will need 

to be stepped in a separate thread, and there needs to be a synchronization mechanism to 

update the positional inputs used by the virtual coupling. Each thread will deal with a 

sampling of the respective spring-damper positions. The spring-damper used by the haptic 

device will be attached to an anchor that updates its position every time the dynamic 

simulation is stepped. Similarly, the dynamic simulation will sample the device position 

before each simulation step so that it can compute an input force to apply to the simulated 

body. In some instances, it may also be necessary to introduce interpolation or extrapolation 

of the exchanged positions to provide for more fluid forces, otherwise the user may 

experience a drag sensation or jerky motion. [2] 

5.2.5.1. Relative Transformations 

Haptic devices are typically absolute devices, because of the mechanical grounding 

necessary to provide the force actuation. Therefore, the only way to accommodate non-

absolute manipulation is to apply additional transformations to the device coordinates such 

that the device appears to be moving relative to a given position and orientation instead of 

its mechanically fixed base.  

A relative transformation is a generalization of the depth independent manipulation idea. 

Instead of just being a translational offset, the transform modifications are relative to the 

initial affine transform relationship between the device and the object to be manipulated. 

Imagine spearing a potato with the prongs of a fork. The fork fixes the relative 

transformation between your hand and the potato, making it possible to position and rotate 

the potato relative to its initial transform, despite the fact that your hand is some arbitrary 

distance away holding onto the fork. This metaphor can be applied to virtual object 

manipulations with a haptic device by introducing a relative transformation between the 

device coordinates and the object coordinates. [2] 
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5.3. HDAPI Overview 

The Haptic Device API (HDAPI) consists of two main components: the device and the 

scheduler. The device abstraction allows for any supported 3D haptics mechanism to be 

used with the HDAPI. The scheduler callbacks allow the programmer to enter commands 

that will be performed within the servo loop thread. A typical use of the HDAPI is to 

initialize the device, initialize the scheduler, start the scheduler, perform some haptic 

commands using the scheduler, then exit when done. The HDAPI requires a supported 3D 

haptic device with installed drivers, and the installed HDAPI. Projects should use the main 

HDAPI headers or utilities and link with the HDAPI library as well as any utility libraries 

for those being used. 

The general pattern of use for the HDAPI is to initialize a device, create scheduler callbacks 

to define force effects, enable forces, and start the scheduler. Force effects are typically 

calculated based on the position of the device; one example of a force effect may query the 

position of the device during each scheduler tick and calculate a force based on that. [2] 

5.3.1. The Device 

Calls to the device typically involve managing state, setting parameters, and sending forces. 

The device interface also allows for managing multiple devices. Device routines broadly 

fall into a few categories: 

Device initialization Includes everything necessary to communicate with the device. This 

generally involves creating a handle to the device, enabling forces, and calibrating the 

device. 

Device safety Includes routines to handle force feedback safety checks. Examples include 

over force, over velocity, force ramping, and motor temperature parameters. Some safety 

mechanisms are controlled by the underlying device drivers or hardware and cannot be 

overwritten. 
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Device state Includes getting and setting state. Examples include querying buttons; 

position, velocity, and endpoint transform matrices. Forces and torques are commanded by 

setting state. Forces and torques can be specified in Cartesian space or with raw motor DAC 

values. [2] 

5.3.2. The Scheduler 

The scheduler manages a high frequency, high priority thread for sending forces and 

retrieving state information from the device. Typically, force updates need to be sent at 

1000 Hz frequency in order to create compelling and stable force feedback. The scheduler 

interface allows the application to communicate effectively with the servo loop thread in a 

thread-safe manner, and add operations to be performed in the servo loop thread. [2] 

5.3.3. Design of Typical HDAPI 

Program 

The following diagram shows a typical flow 

chart of an HDAPI program for rendering 

virtual objects. 

5.4. Calibration Interface 

Calibration allows the device to maintain an 

accurate idea of its physical position. For 

example, before calibration is called, a 

device might think that its arm is in the 

center of the workspace whereas the arm is 

actually off to one side. There are a few 

different methods for performing calibration: 

[2] 

 

Figure 29 - HDAPI Program Flow [2] 
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5.4.1. Types of Calibration  

Hardware reset of encoders: In this form of calibration, the user manually places the unit 

into a reset position and calls the calibration routine. For the PHANTOM devices, the reset 

position is such that all links are orthogonal. 

 This typically only needs to be performed once when the unit is plugged in and the 

calibration will persist until the unit is unplugged or another hardware reset is performed. 

Examples of devices that support hardware reset include all PHANTOM Premium models. 

Inkwell calibration: In this form of calibration, the user puts the gimbal into a fixture, 

which constrains both its position and orientation, and calls the calibration routine. The 

scheduler typically needs to be running for this form of calibration to succeed. This 

calibration persists from session to session. Examples of inkwell calibration devices include 

the PHANTOM Omni® haptic device. 

Auto calibration: In auto calibration, the device internally uses mechanisms to update its 

calibration as the unit is moved around. This style also supports partial calibration where 

information about one or more axes is obtained such that calibration can be performed 

along those axes. This calibration persists from session to session. Examples of auto 

calibration devices include the PHANTOM® Desktop™ haptic device. [2] 

5.4.2. When to Calibrate 

 Since calibration may cause the device position to jump, calibration should ordinarily be 

performed with some force checking, or disabling of forces. Otherwise, for example, 

calibration might cause the device to jump into a position where a large force would be 

commanded in response. [2] 

A method to find out if the device needs to be calibrated again is to test the device by using 

PHANTOM test software. Figure 30 illustrates the test interface. By using this tool, the 

device is checked by observing its motion, reading encoders. Also the forces on each motor 

and the link positions could be checked by using box test. 
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Figure 30 – PHANTOM test software interface 

5.4.3. Force/Torque Control 

This feature gives access to lower level joint-space control of the haptic device. Joint torque 

control of haptic devices is essential for implementing compensation algorithms for 

friction/gravity, custom feedback control, haptic tele-operation, and so on. [2] 

5.4.3.1. PHANTOM Cartesian Space 

Workspace coordinates for all PHANTOM haptic devices are specified in the Cartesian 

coordinate system. By default, the positive X axis points to the right of the PHANTOM, 

parallel to the front plate; the positive Y axis points up; and the positive Z axis points "out". 

[2] 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31 - Cartesian Device Space for 
PHANTOM 1.5 6DOF [2] 
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5.4.3.2. PHANTOM Joint Space 

Joint 1, Joint 2, and Joint 3 are the base joints that contribute to the PHANTOM‘s X, Y, and 

Z forces. 

 

Figure 32 - Base Joint Space for PHANTOM 1.5 6DOF [2] 

Joint 4, Joint 5, and Joint 6 are the gimbal joints that contribute to the PHANTOM‘s 6DOF 

yaw, pitch, and roll torques, respectively. [2] 

 

Figure 33 - Gimbal Joint Space for PHANTOM 1.5 6DOF [2] 
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5.5. HLAPI Overview 

The HLAPI is a high-level C API for haptic rendering patterned after the OpenGL API for 

graphic rendering. The HLAPI allows programmers to specify geometric primitives such as 

triangles, lines and points along with haptic material properties such as stiffness and 

friction. The haptic rendering engine uses this information along with data read from the 

haptic device to calculate the appropriate forces to send to the haptic device. 

Like OpenGL, HLAPI is based on a state machine. Most HLAPI commands modify the 

rendering state and rendering state may also be queried using the API. State includes 

information such as the current haptic material settings, transformations and rendering 

modes. In addition to state set by a user‘s program, the HLAPI state includes the state of the 

haptic device such as its position and orientation. The API also provides the ability to set 

event callback functions which the rendering engine will call whenever certain events, such 

as touching a shape or pressing the stylus button on the haptic device, occur. [2] 

5.5.1. Generating Forces 

There are three ways to generate haptic feedback using the HLAPI: 

• Shape rendering allows users to specify geometric primitives which the rendering engine 

uses to automatically compute the appropriate reaction force to simulate touching the 

surfaces defined by the geometry. The HLAPI allows users to specify geometry using 

OpenGL commands as well as through custom shape callbacks. 

• Effect rendering allows users to specify global force functions which are not easily 

defined by geometry. While shapes only generate forces when the haptic device is in 

contact with the shape geometry, effects may generate forces at any haptic device position. 

HLAPI includes a number of standard force effects such as viscosity and springs as well as 

the ability to specify custom force functions. 
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• Direct proxy rendering allows the user to set a desired position and orientation for the 

haptic device and the rendering engine will automatically send the appropriate forces to the 

haptic device to move it towards the desired position. [2] 

5.5.1.1. Servo Thread 

The servo thread handles direct communication with the haptic device. It reads the device 

position and orientation and updates the force sent to the device at a high rate (usually 1000 

hz). This thread runs at an elevated priority in order to maintain stable haptic rendering. The 

servo thread is similar to the servo thread in a typical HDAPI program although unlike with 

HDAPI, HLAPI hides the servo thread from the user. 

5.5.2. Effects 

Effects provide a way to render forces to the haptic device to simulate arbitrary sensations. 

Force effects are typically used to generate ambient sensations, like drag, inertia or gravity. 

These sensations are ambient because they apply throughout the workspace. Force effects 

can also be used to generate transient sensations, like an impulse. Force effects can be 

started and stopped or triggered in response to events, like touching a shape or pressing a 

button on the haptic device. Unlike shape rendering, effects will persist until stopped or 

until the duration has elapsed for trigger effects. 

There are a number of built-in effect types. HLAPI presently supports the following generic 

force effect types: constant, spring, viscous, and friction. In addition, the force effect 

facility supports a callback effect type, which allows for custom force effect rendering. 

Effects can either be persistent or run for a predefined period of time. This behavior is 

controlled by the HL function used to invoke the effect.  

Triggering an effect differs from the start/stop approach since it doesn't require an effect 

identifier and will automatically stop when the effect duration has elapsed. [2] 
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HLAPI allows for multiple force effects to be rendered at the same time. All of the effects 

will be combined to produce one force to be rendered to the device. Also note that the built-

in effects utilize the proxy position as input, since this allows for stable effect force 

rendering while feeling shapes. Therefore, it is possible to contact a shape while an ambient 

friction effect is active or to be constrained to a shape while resisting a spring effect.[2] 

5.5.3. Calibration 

Calibration is a necessary step in using a haptic device in order to accurately obtain 

positions and accurately render forces. The calibration requirements vary from device to 

device, but HLAPI but HLAPI abstracts this by offering a convenient event callback 

interface coupled with a catchall function for updating calibration. The calibration code has 

been written by using HLAPI method. This code is accessible from appendix 1 under the 

name Calibration.c. The program can then choose to either perform the calibration or to 

defer it. The most typical reason for deferring calibration is if the user is in the middle of 

performing an operation that would be interrupted if the position of the device were to 

instantaneously change. [2] 

By putting the device in the calibration mode and running the calibration code then the 

running interface is as illustrated in figure 34. 

 

Figure 34 - PHANTOM calibration interface 
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5.6. Reading position from PHANTOM 

In order to read the position of the PHANTOM and send it to the hydraulic slider as an 

input a C++ code was developed. The read position from PHANTOM is saved in a text file 

named myfile.txt. Then the text file is read by a Matlab function names a.m. The code is 

situated in appendix 1 under the name of CommandMotorDAC.c for more consideration. 

Figure 35 illustrates the successful PHANTOM data transaction (position) to dSPACE 

environment. 

Figure 35 - Receive of position data in dSPACE from PHANTOM 

5.7. Writing force feedback to the PHANTOM 

Sending the force feedback from the force sensor to the PHANTOM as a haptic pulse is the 

next issue. AnchoredSpringForce.c is the c code which its duty is to import the feedback 

force from the environment to the PHANTOM. The c code reads the date which is stored in 

a text file with the name of simulink2matlab.txt. This text file is generated by Matlab 

function names Simulink2 matlab.fcn. The code is situated in appendix 1 under the name of 

AnchoredSpringForce.c. 
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6. dSPACE 

dSPACE is a single-Board Hardware for building a complete real-time control system with 

just one controller board. Figure 36 illustrates a dSPACE board hardware.  

In order to develop this section dSPACE GmbH 2011 products catalog, was used as one of 

the main references. [10] 

 

Figure 36 - dSPACE DS1104 single control board [10] 

Controller development and rapid control prototyping are ideal application areas for the 

DS1103 PPC Controller Board Controller Board. The DS1103 (ISA bus) can be installed in 

an AutoBox or a dSPACE Expansion Box. 
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The key benefits of using dSPACE board in this project is that, DS1103 combine 

compactness with high performance and a high number of features. Used with Real-Time 

Interface (RTI), the controller boards are fully programmable from the Simulink block 

diagram environment. Controller boards contain a real-time processor for fast calculation of 

the model, and a variety of I/O interfaces that allow us to carry out our control 

developments. 

In this project a DS1103 PPC Controller Board was used. This board is a versatile 

controller board with an unparalleled number of I/O modules, including CAN, and ample 

calculation power for control prototyping. [10] 

The unparalleled number of I/O interfaces makes the DS1103 a versatile controller board 

for numerous applications. The control of electrical drives requires accurate recording and 

output of I/O values. It is possible to synchronize the A/D channels and D/A channels, and 

the position of the incremental encoder interface, with an internal PWM signal or an 

external trigger signal. Also, the serial interface (UART) is driven by a phase-locked loop 

to achieve absolutely accurate baud rate selection. 

6.1. Robotics 

The DS1103 provides six digital incremental encoder interfaces. This is sufficient to pick 

up all the movements of a six-joint robot. In the example below, the controller board 

replaces the position controller. The easy programmability of the DS1103 enables us to 

implement and test different control algorithms very quickly, which reduces design iteration 

times to a minimum. The prototyping hardware allows easy parameter changing and 

modification, without any hardware setup changes. [10] 

The real-time system picks up the robot‗s six incremental encoder signals to determine the 

current robot position. Then this data is compared with the reference values. Afterwards, 

the DS1103 calculates the control algorithm and sends the controller output – for example, 

data on positions and velocities – back to the robot. Figure 37 illustrates the calculating a 

control algorithm for robotics on a DS 1103PPC Controller Board. 
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Figure 37 - Calculating a control algorithm for robotics on a DS 1103PPC Controller Board [10] 

All reference values are calculated in real-time, even for inverse kinematics with highly 

nonlinear functions. External sensors such as axis-force momentum sensors can be 

included. Performing trajectory planning and advanced algorithms for collision avoidance 

is also very convenient with the DS1103 PPC Controller Board. [10] 

6.2. ControlDesk Software 

ControlDesk Software is universal experiment software for electronic control unit 

development. It has the capability of integrated electronic control unit calibration, 

measurement and diagnostics access. It gave us synchronized data capture across electronic 

control units, RCP and HIL platforms, and bus systems. This software has powerful 

layouting, measurement and post-processing. Figure 38 shows an example layout written on 

ControlDesk. 

ControlDesk is the dSPACE experiment software for seamless electronic control unit 

development. It performs all the necessary tasks and gives a single working environment, 

from the start of experimentation right to the end.  

ControlDesk unites functionalities that used to be covered by several specialized tools. It 

provides access to simulation platforms and connected bus systems, and can perform 

measurement, calibration and diagnostics on electronic control units. Its flexible, modular 

structure provides high scalability to meet the requirements of specific application cases. 

ControlDesk can access virtual electronic control units generated with SystemDesk and 

Simulink plant models that are simulated offline on the PC. 
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Figure 38 - An example layout written on ControlDesk [10] 

Figure 39 illustrates the designed layout for this project. In this layout the measured forces 

and torques from the force sensor is figured numerically and graphically. Also the 

transferred position data from PHANTOM and the real time position of the hydraulic slider 

is shown in same graphical box. This layout plays the role of central hub between parts of 

the system; hardware‘s, software‘s and written codes. 

 

Figure 39 - Main dSPACE layout designed in this project as the central hub to control whole 
system 
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7. Force sensor 

A load cell is a transducer that is used to convert a force into electrical signal. This 

conversion is indirect and happens in two stages. Through a mechanical arrangement, the 

force being sensed deforms a strain gauge. The strain gauge measures the deformation 

(strain) as an electrical signal, because the strain changes the effective electrical resistance 

of the wire.  

A load cell usually consists of four strain gauges in a Wheatstone bridge configuration. 

Load cells of one strain gauge (Quarter Bridge) or two strain gauges (half bridge) are also 

available. The electrical signal output is typically in the order of a few millivolts and 

requires amplification by an instrumentation amplifier before it can be used. 

The output of the transducer is plugged into an algorithm to calculate the force applied to 

the transducer. 

Two of the major references to develop this section are 2005 catalogue of Multi-Axis 

Force/Torque Sensor and F/T Data Acquisition (DAQ) of Six-Axis Force/Torque Sensor 

System Manuals from ATI industrial automation Co. [4], [5] 
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7.1. Selecting a Force/Torque Transducer 

7.1.1. Calculate expected moment and forces   

Moment capacity is usually the determining factor in choosing the best transducer model 

for our application. The end-effector attached to the transducer as well as the tasks being 

performed will generate forces on the transducer, which will result in a moment. The 

moment is the applied force (dynamic and static together) multiplied by the distance from 

the transducer origin to the point at which the force is applied. It is important to also 

consider overload conditions beyond the normal operating forces and moments the 

transducer will experience.   

7.1.2. Identify transducer strength  and resolutions 

The first step to choose a proper transducer is to identify the transducer strength with 

attention to the application necessities. Next, the required resolution should be considered. 

A fine resolution requirement can conflict with a transducer chosen based on moment 

capacity. Transducers with larger ranges have coarser resolutions.   

After studying the application needs in this project and the available force sensor 

catalogues, OMEGA 160 from famous sensor producer, ATI Industrial Automation Co, was 

chose. Table 2 shows the main specifications of OMEGA 160 IP60. [5] 

Table 2 - Main specifications of OMEGA 160 IP60 [5] 

Model Max Fx, Fy* Max Tx, Ty* Weight** Diameter** Height** 

Omega160 IP60*** ±2500 N ±400 N-m 7.67 kg 190 mm 58 mm 

*Maximum sensing range along the axis 

**Specifications include standard interface plates 

***Ingress Protection (IP) Ratings:  

 IP60 - Ingress Protection Rating "60" designates protection against dust  

javascript:__doPostBack('gvFTModels','Sort$Name')
javascript:__doPostBack('gvFTModels','Sort$MaxSenSIFxy')
javascript:__doPostBack('gvFTModels','Sort$MaxSenSITxy')
javascript:__doPostBack('gvFTModels','Sort$Weight')
javascript:__doPostBack('gvFTModels','Sort$Dia')
javascript:__doPostBack('gvFTModels','Sort$SHeight')
http://www.ati-ia.com/products/ft/ft_models.aspx?id=Omega160%20IP60
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After choosing the proper transducer the detailed specifications of the chosen transducer 

should be compared to those of our application requirements to be certain the chosen 

transducer is appropriate for the application.   

7.2. ATI Multi-Axis Force/Torque Sensor system 

The ATI Multi-Axis Force/Torque Sensor system measures all six components of force and 

torque. It consists of a transducer, shielded high-flex cable, and intelligent data acquisition 

system, Ethernet/DeviceNet interface or F/T controller. Force/Torque sensors are used 

throughout industry for product testing, robotic assembly, grinding and polishing. In 

research area ATI sensors are used in robotic surgery, haptics, rehabilitation, neurology and 

many others applications. 

Transducer measuring and outputting forces and torques from all three Cartesian 

coordinates (x, y and z). A six-axis force/torque transducer is also known as a multi-axis 

force/torque transducer, multi-axis load cell, F/T sensor, or six-axis load cell. Figure 40 

illustrates the 3D schematic and interface view of a typical transducer.  [5] 

 

Figure 40 - 3D schematic and interface view of a typical transducer [5] 

7.2.1. Product Description 

The Force/Torque (F/T) sensor system measures the full six components of force and 

torque (Fx, Fy, Fz, Tx, Ty, Tz) using a monolithic instrumented transducer. The F/T 

transducer uses silicon strain gauges for excellent noise immunity. The use of silicon 

gauges allows the F/T transducer to have high stiffness and increased overload protection. 

The transducers are equipped with either DAQ F/T or Controller F/T interfaces. 
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The DAQ F/T allows the transducer to connect to an analog Data Acquisition (DAQ) card 

(PCI, USB, PCMCIA, etc.) making it easy to read sensor data with the PC or robot 

controller. The F/T strain gauge signals are conditioned and transmitted to the DAQ card. 

Next, the ATI DAQ software works with a computer to convert strain gauge data into 

force/torque data. The DAQ F/T consists of a transducer, an interface board, a power 

supply board, a DAQ card, software and long-life flexible cables designed to shield against 

outside electrical noise. The Controller F/T processes the F/T strain gauge information and 

outputs serial and analog force/torque data. Controller functions provide tool 

transformations, peak capture, biasing and discrete I/O. [4] 

The chosen transducer also has other beneficial specifications which had positive effects on 

this project such as: Overload protection, High signal-to-noise ratio, High-speed output, 

Software Tool Transformations, Versatile Outputs, Temperature Compensation, and Quick- 

7.2.2. Multi-Axis Force/Torque Sensor system components 

Multi-Axis Force/Torque Sensor system is consisted of: 

Transducer: The transducer senses applied loading with six degrees of freedom (Fx, Fy, 

Fz, Tx, Ty, and Tz). OMEGA 160 transducer models have the interface board inside the 

transducer. Output is uncalibrated. ATI software must be used to produce calibrated output. 

Transducer Cable: For other transducers the transducer cable is attached with a connector. 

The transducer cable is a long-life flexible cable specially designed for noise immunity. 

This cable protects the transducer signals from electrical fields and mechanical stress. 

Interface Board: The interface board electronics receive transducer gauge signals and 

convert them to readable. DAQ card signals using noise immunity technology. Each 

interface board is calibrated to mate to a specific transducer. The interface board is mounted 

within the OMEGA 160 transducer and is located in the interface power supply box (IFPS). 

Since transducer output is uncalibrated, ATI software must be used to produce calibrated 

output. 
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Power Supply: The power supply converts readily available 5 volt (275mA) power from 

the PC through the DAQ card connection to regulated power used by the transducer. The 

power supply is mounted in a small box that connects to the transducer cable on one end 

and to the data acquisition card on the other. When not mounted on the transducer, the 

interface board is mated directly to the power supply. 

Power Supply Cable: The power supply cable conducts 5 volt power to the power supply 

box or interface power supply box and transmits the transducer signals to the data 

acquisition card. The cable is a flexible long-life design with special noise immunity 

features. 

Data Acquisition (DAQ) Card: The data acquisition card plugs into the PC, receives the 

analog transducer signals via the power supply cable and (with ATI software on the 

computer) converts them into data to be used by computer programs. The DAQ F/T outputs 

amplified, conditioned strain gauge signals to a data acquisition card—not the resolved 

force and torque data. ATI software (included) running on the host computer performs 

computations to convert the strain gauge voltage data into force/torque data. All six strain 

gauge channels must be acquired in order to calculate any of the forces and torques. [4] 

In this project instead of using DAQ card, the transducer directly is connected to the 

dSPACE switch board. Then the written C++ code (vtoft.c, appendix 1) converts the 

meaningless signal from all 6 ports to meaningful forces and torques. This code also has the 

responsibility to calibrate the sensor for the first step. In next step a Simulink block is used 

to calibrate the sensor accurately before each test automatically. 

The written C++ code performs the core operations of the system, including: 

 Loading calibration files 

 Configuring the transducer system 

 Converting transducer signals from any data acquisition system into forces 

and torques 

 Performing tool transformations 
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7.2.3. Interface Plates  

While standard systems provide all the necessary components for measuring force and 

torque, also there are options available which may aid in interfacing the F/T sensor system 

with special applications. All F/T transducers come with standard interface plates. Some 

models have threaded hole patterns machined into both sides that are used for attaching to 

the other equipments. Others have a threaded hole pattern on the tool side and a blank plate 

on the mounting side. The blank plate is machined by the customer to accommodate 

specific mounting requirements. [4] 

7.3. OMEGA160 

ATI force/torque sensors use simple ActiveX controls that make it compatible with Open 

Robot Control Architecture. Ease of integration, rugged design and excellent performance. 

OMEGA 160 has mounting plate bored for a 40mm through-hole in our cases which fitted 

with dust protector. In this transducer, EDM wire cut from high yield-strength stainless 

steel which gives maximum allowable overload values are 4.2 to 14.4 times rated 

capacities. Silicon strain gauges provide a signal 75 times stronger than conventional foil 

gauges. This signal is amplified, resulting in near-zero noise distortion. An IP60 version is 

for use in dusty environments. Figure 41 shows the Omega160 F/T transducer which is 

made of hardened stainless steel, and the tool and mounting adapters are made of high 

strength aircraft aluminum. 

 

Figure 41 - Omega160 F/T transducer [4] 
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The typical applications of this sensor are: Rehabilitation research, Product testing, 

orthopedic research, robotic assembly, Telerobotics, part placement and removal in 

precision fixtures.  

 

Table 3 gives the OMEGA160 detail force and size specifications. 

 

Table 3 - OMEGA160 force and size specifications [4] 

Single-Axis Overload Metric 

Fxy ±18000 N 

Fz ±48000 N 

Txy ±1700 Nm 

Tz ±1900 Nm 

Stiffness (Calculated) Metric 

X-axis & Y-axis force (Kx, Ky) 
7.0x10

7
 N/m 

Z-axis force (Kz) 1.2x10
8
 N/m 

X-axis & Y-axis torque (Ktx, Kty) 3.3x10
5
 Nm/rad 

Z-axis torque (Ktz) 5.2x10
5
 Nm/rad 

Resonant Frequency (Non-IP rated, Measured) 

Fx, Fy, Tz 1300 Hz 

Fz, Tx, Ty 1000 Hz 

Physical Specifications Metric 

Weight* 2.7 kg 

Diameter* 160 mm 

Height* 55.9 mm 

 

*Specifications include standard interface plates and are for non-IP rated models. 
Diameter excludes any connector block. 
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Figure 42 illustrates the tool side view reference origin of the tool with the sensing 

reference frame origin. The full CAD design of the sensor is in hand on Appendix 2. 

 

Figure 42 - Tool side view [4] 

7.4. System Components Description 

7.4.1. Transducer 

The transducer is a compact, rugged, monolithic structure that converts force and torque 

into analog strain gage signals. The transducer is commonly used as a wrist sensor mounted 

between a robot and a robot end-effector. Figure 43 shows the transducer with a standard 

tool adapter. [5] 

 

Figure 43 - Transducer with a standard tool adapter [5] 
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The transducer is designed to withstand extremely high overloading through its use of 

strong materials and quality silicon strain gages. OMEGA160 use a hardened stainless steel 

with twice the strength of titanium for overload protection while other transducers use 

mechanical overload pins to prevent damage. [5] 

7.4.2. Transducer Cable 

The high-flex life transducer cable is electrically shielded to protect transmission from the 

transducer Power Supply or Interface Power Supply boxes. Figure 44 shows a 3D model of 

the transducer cable. 

 

Figure 44 - Transducer Cable for 9105-TIF Transducers [5] 

 

7.4.3. Power Supply Cable 

The robust power supply cable connects the Power Supply box or Interface Power Supply 

box to the data acquisition system. This cable usually has a connector on the data 

acquisition end. Figure 45 is a 3D model of the Power Supply Cable. [5] 

 

Figure 45 - 3D model of the Power Supply Cable [5] 
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7.4.4. Data acquisition system and electronic hardware 

The data acquisition system converts the transducer signals from analog voltages into data 

the computer can use. This data needs to be processed by written C++ code to become force 

and torque values. The data acquisition system also supplies raw power to the transducer 

system. Figure 46 illustrates the electronic hardware outline and its relation with data 

acquisition card. [5] 

 

Figure 46 - Electronic hardware outline [5] 

7.5. Mechanical Description 

The property of forces was first stated by Newton in his third law of motion: For every 

action there is always an opposed or equal reaction; or, the mutual action of two bodies 

upon each other are always equal, and directed to contrary parts. The transducer reacts to 

applied forces and torques using Newton‘s third law. The force applied to the transducer 

flexes three symmetrically placed beams using Hooke‘s law: 

       

σ = Stress applied to the beam (σ is proportional to force) 

Ε = Elasticity modulus of the beam 

ε = Strain applied to the beam 
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The transducer is a monolithic structure. The beams are machined from a solid piece of 

metal. This decreases hysteresis and increases the strength and repeatability of the structure. 

The resistance of the strain gage changes as a function of the applied strain as follows: [5] 

ΔR  =  Sa · Ro · ε 

ΔR = Change in resistance of strain gage 

Sa = Gage factor of strain gage 

Ro = Resistance of strain gage unstrained 

ε = Strain applied to strain gage 

Figure 47 shows the applied force and torques vectors on transducer which the stress and 

strain is calculated based on them. 

 

Figure 47 - Applied force and torques vectors on transducer [5] 

7.6. Accuracy over Temperature 

Typical gain errors introduced over temperature for F/T transducers with hardware 

temperature compensation are listed below in table 4. These changes in sensitivity are 

independent of the transducer‘s rated accuracy at room temperature; the two accuracy 

ratings must be added to find an overall estimated accuracy at a certain temperature.  
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This overall accuracy assumes that the unloaded and loaded measurements were taken at 

the same temperature. Drift error over temperature is not compensated and varies with each 

transducer. For best results, a reference reading should be taken or bias function executed at 

the current temperature before applying the load of interest. [5] 

Table 4 - Error Introduced Over Temperature for OMEGA160 Transducers [5] 

Deviation from 22°C Typical Gain Error 

±5°C 0.1% 

±15°C 0.5% 

±25°C 1% 

±50°C 5% 

7.7. Transducer Strain Gage Saturation 

The F/T sensor‘s strain gages are optimally placed to share information between the forces 

and torques applied to the sensor. Because of this sharing, it is possible to saturate the 

transducer with a complex load that has components below the rated load of the sensor. 

However, this arrangement allows a greater sensing range and resolution. [5] 

7.8.  Developing data transfer from Transducer 

To communicate with the force sensor, vtoft.c was written and then it was complied as a 

mex file to use it as an s-function in SIMULINK environment. Then this model compiled to 

dSPACE environment. This code prepares the connection and also the calibration. In 

appendix 1 the vtoft.c code is accessible. Then the proper interface to communicate with the 

force sensor is designed as a layout via dSPACE software interface ControlDesk. In order 

to transfer these signals to dSPACE in first step designing a SIMULINK model is necessary 

to compile it as a real-time model to dSPACE environment. This model has the necessary 

real-time communication blocks to build up a suitable data transfer between sensor and 

ControlDesk. Figure 48 illustrates the designed SIMULINK model. 
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Figure 48 - Force transducer model in SIMULINK environment 

After designing the SIMULINK model and compiling the model to the real-time 

environment on dSPACE board then the first output signals is seen. There are 6 output 

signals. The first three signals are the Fx, Fy, Fz and the second three set of signals are 

simultaneously the Tx, Ty, Tz. Figure 49 shows the forces and torques. 

 

Figure 49 - The row output signals from the force sensor 
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One of the most important problems which observed in first step was the huge noise on the 

output signal. This noise has three different sources. The first source is the sensor resolution 

which it is impossible to decrease it. The second source is from cablings, connections and 

other devices in the data circuit and the last noise source is the force sensor itself. Figure 50 

shows the amount of noise on the output signal. 

 

Figure 50 – Force sensor signal noise on the output before applying any filter 

The huge noise on the output signal should resolve to make the output signal usable in this 

project. By using oscilloscope the sources of external noise in the system is found and 

solved. Also by using low pass filter the huge noise on signals compensated again. 

Therefore the noise on the output in second try was better than the first attempt. 

One important issue in using low pass filters is that, these filters can apply so much delay to 

the system response which is not suitable for our haptic sensation. It means that the operator 

feels the force feedback on his hand during using PHANTOM to apply the force to the ball 

by some delay which this delay damage his sense of haptic. 

Therefore choosing proper low pass filter is very important and should be done by enough 

study on the system to choose a filter with good noise compensation and very little response 

delay. 
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In this project low pass filter with power 6 is used for minor signals and filter with lower 

power (power 2) is used for the main signal. The output after applying all these effects is 

shown in figure 51. 

 

Figure 51 - The force sensor output after applying noise control effects such as low pass filter 
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8. Force sensor calibration 

A load cell is a transducer that is used to convert a force into electrical signal. This 

conversion is indirect and happens in two stages. Through a mechanical arrangement, the 

force being sensed deforms a strain gauge. The strain gauge measures the deformation 

(strain) as an electrical signal, because the strain changes the effective electrical resistance 

of the wire. A load cell usually consists of four strain gauges in a Wheatstone bridge 

configuration. The electrical signal output is typically in the order of a few millivolts and 

requires amplification by an instrumentation amplifier before it can be used. The output of 

the transducer is plugged into an algorithm to calculate the force applied to the transducer. 

Calibration is a comparison between measurements – one of known magnitude or 

correctness made or set with one device and another measurement made in as similar a way 

as possible with a second device. 

The calibration process begins with the design of the measuring instrument that needs to be 

calibrated. The design has to be able to "hold a calibration" through its calibration interval.  

In other words, the design has to be capable of measurements that are "within engineering 

tolerance" when used within the stated environmental conditions over some reasonable 

period of time. Having a design with these characteristics increases the likelihood of the 

actual measuring instruments performing as expected. 
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The next step is defining the calibration process. The selection of a standard or standards is 

the most visible part of the calibration process. There may be specific connection 

techniques between the standard and the device being calibrated that may influence the 

calibration. For example, in electronic calibrations involving analog phenomena, the 

impedance of the cable connections can directly influence the result. 

Calibration of a force sensor consisted of statically and dynamically calibration. In static 

calibration reference force is equal to gravitational force. In dynamic calibration a standard 

force (Impact Force, Oscillation Force, and Step Force) is applied to the force sensor. Force 

and acceleration are two closely related quantities. We have the fundamental equation F = 

m a, where F, m and a represent force, mass and acceleration respectively. Hence dynamic 

calibration of force transducers can be made through the quantity acceleration. 

Two of the major references to develop this section are 2005 catalogue of Multi-Axis 

Force/Torque Sensor and F/T Data Acquisition (DAQ) of Six-Axis Force/Torque Sensor 

System Manuals from ATI industrial automation Co. [4], [5] 

8.1. Calibration loading graph description 

Calibration loading graphs for transducers may is used to estimate a sensor‘s range under 

complex loading. The top graph represents combinations of forces in the X and/or Y 

directions with torques about the Z-axis. The bottom graph represents combinations of Z-

axis forces with X- and/or Y-axis torques. The sample graph has shown in Figure 52 shows 

how operating ranges can change with complex loading. The labels indicate the following 

regions: 

A. Normal operating region. You can expect to achieve rated accuracy in this region. 

B. Saturation region. Any load in this region will report a gage saturation condition. 

C. Extended operating region. In this region, the sensor will operate correctly, but the full-

scale accuracy is not guaranteed. [5] 
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Figure 52 - Complex loading sample graph [5] 

8.2. Omega160 calibration 

But the problem was that the calibration values were old and not suitable to calibrate the 

existing sensor. So I developed a novel method to calibrate my sensor. Table 5 shows the 

sensing range and resolution of OMEGA 160 which is used for its calibration. 

Table 5 - Sensing range and resolution of OMEGA 160 [5] 

M
e
tr

ic
 C

a
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b
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SENSING RANGES Calibrations   

Axes SI-1000-120 SI-1500-240 SI-2500-400 

Fx, Fy (±N) 1000 1500 2500 

Fz (±N) 2500 3750 6250 

Tx,Ty (±Nm) 120 240 400 

Tz (±Nm) 120 240 400 

RESOLUTION System Type*   

Axes CTL Net/DAQ CTL Net/DAQ CTL Net/DAQ 

Fx, Fy (N) 1/2 1/4 1/2 1/4 1 1/2 

Fz (N) 1/2 1/4 1 1/2 1 1/2 3/4 

Tx, Ty (Nm) 1/20 1/40 1/10 1/20 1/10 1/20 

Tz (Nm) 1/40 1/80 1/20 1/40 1/10 1/20 

*CTL: Controller F/T System; Net: Net F/T System; DAQ: 16-bit DAQ F/T System. 
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The resolution is typical for most applications and can be improved with filtering. 

Resolutions quoted are the effective resolution after dropping four counts of noise 

(Net/DAQ) or eight counts of noise (CTL).  Applied loads must be within range in each of 

the six axes for the F/T sensor to measure correctly (refer to the transducer manual for 

complex loading information). DAQ resolutions are typical for a 16-bit system. [5] 

The same is shown in figure 52, the same graphical calibration loading graph is produces 

for OMEGA160. With attention to the fact that the used sensor in this project has a 

mounting adaptor, therefore the used calibration curve in this project is the graph of 

OMEGA160 transducer with mounting adapter plate. Figure 53 is shown the graph which 

described above: 

 

Figure 53 - SI calibration complex loading graph of OMEGA160 with mounting adapter plate 
(Includes IP60/IP65/IP68 Versions) [5] 

8.2.1. OMEGA160 static calibration  

In order to calibrate the force sensor statically, a very accurate industrial scale is used to 

weight different size of steel masses as standard mass. Figure 54 is shown the used scale 

and some of the used reference masses. 
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Figure 54 - Laboratory scale and the reference masses 

Then the force sensor is mounted vertically on a machined standard scaled platform which 

was balanced accurately horizontally. By using the reference weights the sensor is 

calibrated statically and the calibration value is found as in z direction as 1.1259700: 

 

This value applied to the force sensor output after first calibration by vtoft.c code in 

dSPACE environment. 

8.2.2. OMEGA160 dynamic calibration  

As the force sensor mounted on the hydraulic slider as shown in figure 55 then before 

starting to calibrate the sensor in dynamic mode, the sensor should be calibrate also in 

vertical situation. 
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Figure 55 - Force sensor mounted on the hydraulic slider before action 

The output of the sensor in this new mounting is illustrates in next figure. As it shown on 

figure 56, the signal is still far from the resolution tolerance of the sensor. Therefore the 

signals should be calibrated one by one to be in period of minus to plus resolution on each 

direction. 

 

Figure 56 - Force sensor output before vertical calibration 
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In order to calibrate the sensor in this new situation an algorithm is designed by using 

dSPACE software, ControlDesk, to calibrate each signal one by one. In order to design this 

algorithm, the effect on change on the gain of each signal on the other signals should be 

measured. It means that for example by applying a gain to the Tz signal, and then the Fx and 

Fy signals will response to this gain by increase or decrease. Table 6 shows the relation 

between all signals in case of increase the gain on each one. 

Table 6 - Relation between all signals in case of increase the gain on each  

    Fx Fy Fz Tx Ty Tz 

Fx I* - D/2 DDD - D - 

Fy I - DDDD II D I I 

Fz I D** D/4 DDD I I - 

Tx I III II II I/2 D I 

Ty I D I/4 DDD D I I/8 

Tz I DDD III II I I I/2 

*I: Increase      **D: Decrease 

The designed algorithm has an interface in ControlDesk as shown below. By using this 

algorithm by applying negative gain to each signal with attention to its relation to the other 

signals, all signal values pushed to zero or to be under the resolution value of the signal. 

 

Figure 57 - Force sensor calibration algorithm interface written via ControlDesk 
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By applying the described method to calibrate the signals before starting the dynamic 

motion on the slider all signals got a value less than the resolution. Figure 58 shows the 

signals after this step which all calibrated successfully. As illustrates in this figure the 

signals are mounted between -0.006 N and +0.009 N. 

 

Figure 58 - Force sensor after calibration 

After the full calibration of the sensor, now it‘s time to study the sensor response in action 

mode. It means that when the hydraulic slider is moving what kind of effect has on the 

sensor output. In order to study this effect, the sensor output is studied by applying standard 

signals to the hydraulic slider. These standard signals are: Step and Sine input. Figure 59 

shows the effect of these inputs on all signals. 
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Figure 59 - Effect of step and sine input on the force sensor output 

With attention to the effect of these inputs on the output signals of the force sensors, it 

seems that the type of movement of the slider has great effect on the quality of the output. 

Therefore it was important to study the effect of these types of movement on the sensor 

signals in same frame. It means that the effect of the movement on the sensor should study 

when the movement is happening and has the greatest effect on the sensor. Therefore the 

main force signal studied accurately with attention to the movement. Figure 60 illustrates 

the effect of movement of slider on the force signal. The red curve is the sensor output and 

the green curve is the slider position. 

With attention to the Newton‘s low, F= m.a, in order to prevent the effect of the slider 

movement on the sensor, the slider should not move with non zero acceleration value. It 

means that inertia of an accelerated movement of slider make noise on the sensor. 

In other to solve this effect in next steps, the input position from the PHANTOM to the 

slider is a kind of constant velocity movement. In this way the noise of movement 

compensated to zero. 
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Figure 60 - The effect of Step and Sine input to the slider on the sensor main output- Red curve: 
Force signal, Green curve: Slider position. 
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9. Hydraulic Slider 

A Hydraulic cylinder (also called a linear hydraulic motor) is a mechanical actuator that is 

used to give a unidirectional force through a unidirectional stroke. It has many applications, 

notably in engineering vehicles. 

9.1. Operation 

Hydraulic cylinders get their power from pressurized hydraulic fluid, which is typically oil. 

The hydraulic cylinder consists of a cylinder barrel, in which a piston connected to a piston 

rod moves back and forth. The barrel is closed on each end by the cylinder bottom (also 

called the cap end) and by the cylinder head where the piston rod comes out of the cylinder. 

The piston has sliding rings and seals. The piston divides the inside of the cylinder in two 

chambers, the bottom chamber (cap end) and the piston rod side chamber (rod end). The 

hydraulic pressure acts on the piston to do linear work and motion. A hydraulic cylinder is 

the actuator or "motor" side of this system. The "generator" side of the hydraulic system is 

the hydraulic pump which brings in a fixed or regulated flow of oil to the bottom side of the 

hydraulic cylinder, to move the piston rod upwards. 
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The piston pushes the oil in the other chamber back to the reservoir. If we assume that the 

oil pressure in the piston rod chamber is approximately zero, the force F on the piston rod 

equals the pressure P in the cylinder times the piston area A: 

F = P . A 

The piston moves instead downwards if oil is pumped into the piston rod side chamber and 

the oil from the piston area flows back to the reservoir without pressure. The pressure in the 

piston rod area chamber is (Pull Force) / (piston area - piston rod area). 

9.2. Parts of a hydraulic cylinder 

A hydraulic cylinder consists of the following major parts: 

 Cylinder barrel 

 Cylinder Bottom or Cap 

 Cylinder Head 

 Piston 

 Piston Rod 

 Rod gland 

9.3. Position-sensing hydraulic cylinder 

The position-sensing feature in the position-sensing cylinder provides instantaneous analog 

or digital electronic position feedback information from the cylinder that indicates the 

amount of rod extension throughout the range of stroke. 

9.3.1. Magnetostrictive transducer based on Widermann effect  

The position of the slider in this project is sensed based on Magnetostrictive transducer 

based on Widerman effect. Magnetostrictive materials transduce or convert magnetic 

energy to mechanical energy and vice versa. As a magnetostrictive material is magnetized, 

it strains; that is it exhibits a change in length per unit length. Conversely, if an external 

force produces a strain in a magnetostrictive material, the material's magnetic state will 

change. 
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This bi-directional coupling between the magnetic and mechanical states of a 

magnetostrictive material provides a transduction capability that is used for both actuation 

and sensing devices. Magnetostriction is an inherent material property that will not degrade 

with time. An magnetostrictive effect used in devices is the Wiedemann effect, a twisting 

which results from a helical magnetic field, often generated by passing a current through 

the magnetostrictive sample. 

The existence of Wiedemann effect leads to two modes of operation for magnetostrictive 

transducers: (1) transferring magnetic energy to mechanical energy and (2) transferring 

mechanical energy to magnetic energy. The first mode is used in design of actuators for 

generating motion and/or force, and in design of sensors for detecting magnetic field states. 

The second mode is used in design of sensors for detecting motion and/or force, in design 

of passive damping devices, which dissipate mechanical energy as magnetically and/or 

electrically induced thermal losses, and in design of devices for inducing change in a 

material's magnetic state.  

9.4. Hydraulic slider modeling 

In this project hydraulic cylinder is modeled from two different visions. The first one is the 

slider control vision and its connection to the servo valve that described before. In this 

section the slider modeled separately as a device which prepares the proper movement for 

the force sensor.  

Therefore in this part, the important issue is to sending the reference position to the slider 

and reading the slider real position in same time. Figure 61 illustrates the slider model. As it 

shown in the figure the blue block is the real slider block, which its input id the reference 

position after applying PID controller and its output is the real position of the slider. 
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Figure 61 - Slider model 

After designing the model it‘s compiled as a real-time model to dSPACE environment. In 

dSPACE environment the read position from PHANTOM device is applied to this model 

and then the real position of the slider is applied to the controller optimization to prepare 

the most optimized PID controller. Figure 55 shows the slider position which follows the 

applied position from PHANTOM. In this figure the red curve is the position from 

PHANTOM and the green curve is the real position of the slider in same time. So the figure 

is a proof for successful modeling and communication between PHANTOM, servo valve, 

slider and all written codes and algorithms. 

 
Figure 62 - Slider position which follows the applied position from PHANTOM - red curve: 

PHANTOM position, green curve: real position of slider 
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Also the position of the slider has direct effect on the force that is sensed by the force 

sensor. Figure 63 illustrates the mounted slider in the laboratory of intelligent. In this 

figures the position of the force sensor and the used ball as the studied environment is 

demonstrated. 

 

Figure 63 - Mounted hydraulic slider in the laboratory with the position of the force sensor and 
the ball 
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System operation & Data 

Circulation 
 

 

 

10. System operation & Data Circulation 

10.1. Introduction 

The term data refers to qualitative or quantitative attributes of a variable or set of variables. 

Data are typically the results of measurements and can be the basis of graphs, images, or 

observations of a set of variables. Data are often viewed as the lowest level of abstraction 

from which information and then knowledge are derived. Raw data, i.e. unprocessed data, 

refers to a collection of numbers, characters, images or other outputs from devices that 

collect information to convert physical quantities into symbols. 

Data acquisition is the process of sampling signals that measure real world physical 

conditions and converting the resulting samples into digital numeric values that can be 

manipulated by a computer. Data acquisition systems typically convert analog waveforms 

into digital values for processing. The components of data acquisition systems include: 
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 Sensors that convert physical parameters to electrical signals. 

 Signal conditioning circuitry to convert sensor signals into a form that can be 

converted to digital values. 

 Analog-to-digital converters, which convert conditioned sensor signals to digital 

values. 

Data acquisition applications are controlled by software programs developed using various 

general purpose programming languages. 

Computer data processing is any process that a computer program does to enter data and 

summarize, analyze or otherwise convert data into usable information. The process may be 

automated and run on a computer. It involves recording, analyzing, sorting, summarizing, 

calculating, disseminating and storing data. Because data is most useful when well-

presented and actually informative, data-processing systems are often referred to as 

information systems.  

 

10.2. System operation & Data Circulation in this project 

One of the most important issues in this project is to develop a true to life data circulation 

and system operation. With attention to high number of hardware‘s and software‘s involved 

in this project, developing the data management system is difficult. Figure 64 illustrates the 

full data transaction between different hardware‘s of the system. Also the software stations 

are mentioned in below data processing model. 
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Figure 64 - System operation & Data Circulation model 
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In this project the data production starting from the PHANTOM device. The operator which 

has the PHANTOM main stick in his or her hand manages the position which is producing 

by the PHANTOM. This position is saved in a text file with the name of myfile.txt by using 

a C++ code which has the name of CommandMotorDAC.exe. This C++ is accessible via 

the appendix 1.  

Then a MATLAB function (function a) which is situated in a SIMULINK file (Test1) reads 

the stored data from the text file(myfile.txt) which has the PHANTOM position inside. The 

‗‘a‘‘ function is situated in appendix 1. The Test1 is illustrated in below figure. 

 

Figure 65 - Test 1 SIMULINK file 

Then by using an s-function (send_by_mlib) the position data is sent to dSPACE 

environment. The mentioned s-function is put in appendix1. As dSPACE communicates 

with the hydraulic slider in real-time then the slider which is modeled by using MCMC 

method (model1) and equipped with Particle Swarm Optimization PID controller moves to 

the new position applied by the operator via PHANTOM device. 
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Model 1 which is a SIMULINK algorithm reads the sensed force and the real position of 

the slider. dSPACE transfers the sensed force and position via the s-function, 

send_by_mlib. This s-function situated in the SIMULINK model, Test1, which also has a 

MATLAB function, simulink2matlab that stores the sensed force in a new text file 

(simulink2matlab.txt). The simulink2matlab function is in appendix 1 too. 

At the end, the stored force in the text file is read from the text file by using a C++ code 

(AnchoredSpringForce.exe). This C++ code applies the force by using some scales to the 

PHANTOM device as a haptic sense which the operator would fill it on his or her hand. 
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11 

Experimental Results 
 

 

 

11. Experimental Results 

11.1. Experiment preliminaries 

Preparing the preliminaries to start the experiment carefully is the most important issue 

before doing the tests. The preliminaries steps are: 

1- Mounting and installing all devices and equipment with attention to their operation 

manuals. 

2- Making all necessary electrical and data connections and wirings 

3- Installing all necessary software‘s and making connections with hardware‘s and 

devices 

4- Initializing hardware‘s and software‘s and doing internal tests 

5- Calibration the devices and algorithms 

6- Test procedure preparing 

7- Checking the safety issues 

8- Doing the tests 
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Figure 66 illustrates the test bed ready to start the tests. 

 

Figure 66 - Test bed ready to start the tests 

11.2. Physical experiments data 

The valve under study is a Bosch Rexroth servo solenoid valve with on-board electronics 

(4WRPET 6), having a nominal flow rate of 0.00067 (m
3
/s). The data acquisition system 

was a dSPACE digital signal processor. The sampling frequency was 1000 (Hz). The 

control program was the C/C++ language program.  

The input voltage u was fed to the valve using a DS 1103 I/O card; us was collected from 

the valve‘s LVDT signal. The system states, p1, p2, ps, pt, xp, were directly measured by 

pressure sensors and a displacement sensor, respectively. These sensors were calibrated by 

the respective manufacturers. The system parameters are found based on the models. Table 

7 shows system model parameters and values 
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Table 7 - System model parameters and values  

Notation Note Value 

a1 

coefficients of effective bulk modules 

0,3102 

a2 49,18 

a3 1,843 

cs flow constant 3,021e-08 

k gain 0,9907 

l1 

Leakage flow coefficients 

1,038e-13* 

l2 8,485e-13 

l3 5,422e-13 

l4 1,623e-13 

us1 

input voltages for the individual maximum leakage openings 

1,964e-05 

us2 -0,6993 

us3 -0,1123 

us4 9,967 

vs Stribeck velocity 0,1624 

FC Coulomb friction level 74,81 

FS static friction force level 2921 

kv viscous friction coefficient 87,74 

Li laminar leakage flow coefficient 1,19e-12 

ζ damping ratio 0.5588 

σ0 
flexibility and damping coefficients of friction force 

1521 

σ1 848,3 

ωn natural angular frequency 481.3 

*Since us1 is so small that the value of l1 does not very much. 
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11.3. Final test 

The proposed teleoperation control consists of a direct acting proportional control valve and 

a actuator. The proportional control valve provides the spool displacement signal. The valve 

outlets are instrumented with pressure sensors. The hydraulic actuator is instrumented with 

an LVDT (Linear Variable Displacement Transducer). A pressure compensated hydraulic 

power supply is used in the experiment. The joystick is a PHANTOM Premium 1.5 F which 

is instrumented with encoder on all its joints. However, since the applied human force is not 

needed for the contr ol law, a force sensor is not necessary at PHANTOM motors. 

In the first set of experiments, simple contact is tested. In this set of experiments, the 

hydraulic actuator pushes a ball fixed on a fixture. Figure 67 shows the contact seen with 

the sample ball. 

 

Figure 67 - Simple contact with sample ball 

Figure 68 shows the response of PHANTOM and the actuator when only the PHANTOM is 

manipulated by the human operator without any reference. In this test the operator just tried 

to check the haptic sense on his hand. 
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Figure 68 - Haptic force sensed by the operator without any reference pattern 

In our experiments, the maximum coordination error is not noticeable. It should mention 

that the maximum error occurs when the PHANTOM is nearly stationary. This is because 

of the significant dead band that exists in the proportional valve. 

Then the system is checked under active mode to reach high level of force feedback. Figure 

69 shows the force feedback response which the operator feels on his hand. Because of 

safety issues and in order to prevent any damage to PHANTOM joints the test stopped on 

220 N. 

 

Figure 69 – Force feedback in active mode to reach highest force level  

Figure 70 shows a closer look of the ball deformation during the experiment. 
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Figure 70 – Closer look on the ball deformation during the experiment 

In next set of experiment, a simple contact which in first part the slider goes forward to 

touch the ball and in second part the slider goes back to its stationary point. Figure 71 

shows the position of the slider and PHANTOM in this experiment. In this graph red curve 

is the input position from the operator via PHANTOM and the green curve is the slider real 

position.   

 

 

Figure71- Position, simple contact, go and back 
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Figure 72 illustrates the force-position curve in this test.  

 

Figure 72 - XY plot, Position-Force, simple contact, go and back 

In the upper curve the slider starts to move to the ball in which the initialized force is equal 

to 0. Then the force sensor made the first contact with the sample ball and the amount of 

sensed force start to increase. During this step the slider does not have any acceleration and 

it moves with a constant velocity.  

After reaching to the safe maximum value, the ball starts to push back the slider to the 

starting point. The second part of the movement which the slider pushed back is illustrated 

in the lower curve of figure 72. 

Note that as the contact force increases, the spool displacement is decreased due to the 

pressure feedback in the valve passification control. Notice particularly that after the human 

has released the PHANTOM, as the ball back and pushes the actuator backward, the 

PHANTOM also springs back. 
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Conclusion 

A passive bilateral teleoperation control scheme has been proposed for a hydraulic actuator 

and a motorized joystick (PHANTOM). The developed passive control ensures that the 

teleoperated machine behaves like a passive mechanical tool. Under sufficiently low 

manipulation bandwidth, coordination of the PHANTOM and the slave actuator is 

achieved. The efficacy of the control scheme has been experimentally validated. Compared 

to other control schemes, by ensuring passivity, the coupling stability of the hydraulic 

teleoperator with a broad class of passive objects can be guaranteed. 

Three areas of performance improvements are desirable. Firstly using a force sensor applies 

huge noise to the signals which by using low pass filter these noises are manageable but in 

the other hand usage of low pass filter applies uncomfortable delay to the system. By 

removing the force sensor and using linear motors to evaluate the force or by measuring the 

feedback pressure because of the applied force from the environment, these noise and delay 

would be disappearing.  

Secondly, the coordination performance can be improved if the PHANTOM replaces with a 

designed joystick consisted of three linear motors without violating passivity. PHANTOM 

brings high accuracy and flexibility to the experiment but it‘s difficult communication 

interface makes it a little bit comfortable in this application.  PHANTOM designed like 

black box which the user has to use producer protocols to contact with it and this problem 

make the applications limited. Also in high amount of force feedback or high accelerated 

response from environment, the device goes non stable some times. 

.  
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Appendix1 

 

 

 
Calibration.c 

/************************************************************************************** 

Module Name:Calibration.c 

 

****************************************************************************************/ 

#ifdef  _WIN64 

#pragma warning (disable:4996) 

#endif 

 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <assert.h> 

 

#if defined(WIN32) 

# include <windows.h> 

# include <conio.h> 

#else 

# include "conio.h" 

# include <unistd.h> 

# define Sleep(x) usleep((x) * 1000) 

#endif 

 

#include <HD/hd.h> 

#include <HDU/hduError.h> 

#include <HDU/hduVector.h> 

 

HDCallbackCode HDCALLBACK UpdateCalibrationCallback(void *pUserData); 

HDCallbackCode HDCALLBACK CalibrationStatusCallback(void *pUserData); 

HDCallbackCode HDCALLBACK DevicePositionCallback(void *pUserData); 

 

HDenum GetCalibrationStatus(); 

HDboolean CheckCalibration(HDenum calibrationStyle); 

void PrintDevicePosition(); 

 

/******************************************************************************* 

 Main function. 

*******************************************************************************/ 

int main(int argc, char* argv[]) 

{ 

    HHD hHD; 

    HDErrorInfo error; 

    int supportedCalibrationStyles; 
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    int calibrationStyle; 

     

    hHD = hdInitDevice(HD_DEFAULT_DEVICE); 

    if (HD_DEVICE_ERROR(error = hdGetError()))  

    { 

        hduPrintError(stderr, &error, "Failed to initialize haptic device"); 

        fprintf(stderr, "\nPress any key to quit.\n"); 

        getch(); 

        return -1; 

    } 

 

    printf("Calibration\n"); 

    printf("Found %s.\n\n", hdGetString(HD_DEVICE_MODEL_TYPE)); 

 

    /* */ 

    hdGetIntegerv(HD_CALIBRATION_STYLE, &supportedCalibrationStyles); 

    if (supportedCalibrationStyles & HD_CALIBRATION_ENCODER_RESET) 

    { 

        calibrationStyle = HD_CALIBRATION_ENCODER_RESET; 

    } 

    if (supportedCalibrationStyles & HD_CALIBRATION_INKWELL) 

    { 

        calibrationStyle = HD_CALIBRATION_INKWELL; 

    } 

    if (supportedCalibrationStyles & HD_CALIBRATION_AUTO) 

    { 

        calibrationStyle = HD_CALIBRATION_AUTO; 

    } 

 

    /* */ 

    if (calibrationStyle == HD_CALIBRATION_ENCODER_RESET) 

    { 

        printf("Please prepare for manual calibration by\n"); 

        printf("placing the device at its reset position.\n\n"); 

        printf("Press any key to continue...\n"); 

 

        getch(); 

 

        hdUpdateCalibration(calibrationStyle); 

        if (hdCheckCalibration() == HD_CALIBRATION_OK) 

        { 

            printf("Calibration complete.\n\n"); 

        } 

        if (HD_DEVICE_ERROR(error = hdGetError())) 

        { 

            hduPrintError(stderr, &error, "Reset encoders reset failed."); 

            return -1;            

        } 

    } 

 

    hdStartScheduler(); 

    if (HD_DEVICE_ERROR(error = hdGetError())) 

    { 

        hduPrintError(stderr, &error, "Failed to start the scheduler"); 

        return -1;            

    } 

 

    /* */ 

    if (calibrationStyle  == HD_CALIBRATION_INKWELL) 

    { 

        if (GetCalibrationStatus() == HD_CALIBRATION_NEEDS_MANUAL_INPUT) 

        { 

            printf("Please place the device into the inkwell "); 

            printf("for calibration.\n\n"); 

        } 

    } 

 

    printf("Press any key to quit.\n\n"); 

 

    /* Loop until key press. */ 
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    while (!_kbhit()) 

    { 

        /* */ 

        if (CheckCalibration(calibrationStyle)) 

        { 

            PrintDevicePosition(); 

        } 

 

        Sleep(1000); 

    } 

     

    hdStopScheduler(); 

    hdDisableDevice(hHD); 

 

    return 0; 

} 

 

/****************************************************************************** 

 Begin Scheduler callbacks 

 */ 

 

HDCallbackCode HDCALLBACK UpdateCalibrationCallback(void *pUserData) 

{ 

    HDenum *calibrationStyle = (int *) pUserData; 

 

    if (hdCheckCalibration() == HD_CALIBRATION_NEEDS_UPDATE) 

    { 

        hdUpdateCalibration(*calibrationStyle); 

    } 

 

    return HD_CALLBACK_DONE; 

} 

 

HDCallbackCode HDCALLBACK CalibrationStatusCallback(void *pUserData) 

{ 

    HDenum *pStatus = (HDenum *) pUserData; 

 

    hdBeginFrame(hdGetCurrentDevice()); 

    *pStatus = hdCheckCalibration(); 

    hdEndFrame(hdGetCurrentDevice()); 

 

    return HD_CALLBACK_DONE; 

} 

 

HDCallbackCode HDCALLBACK DevicePositionCallback(void *pUserData) 

{ 

    HDdouble *pPosition = (HDdouble *) pUserData; 

 

    hdBeginFrame(hdGetCurrentDevice()); 

    hdGetDoublev(HD_CURRENT_POSITION, pPosition); 

    hdEndFrame(hdGetCurrentDevice()); 

 

    return HD_CALLBACK_DONE; 

} 

 

HDenum GetCalibrationStatus() 

{ 

    HDenum status; 

    hdScheduleSynchronous(CalibrationStatusCallback, &status, 

                          HD_DEFAULT_SCHEDULER_PRIORITY); 

    return status; 

} 

 

HDboolean CheckCalibration(HDenum calibrationStyle) 

{ 

    HDenum status = GetCalibrationStatus(); 

     

    if (status == HD_CALIBRATION_OK) 

    { 

        return HD_TRUE; 
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    } 

    else if (status == HD_CALIBRATION_NEEDS_MANUAL_INPUT) 

    { 

        printf("Calibration requires manual input...\n"); 

        return HD_FALSE; 

    } 

    else if (status == HD_CALIBRATION_NEEDS_UPDATE) 

    { 

        hdScheduleSynchronous(UpdateCalibrationCallback, &calibrationStyle, 

            HD_DEFAULT_SCHEDULER_PRIORITY); 

 

        if (HD_DEVICE_ERROR(hdGetError())) 

        { 

            printf("\nFailed to update calibration.\n\n"); 

            return HD_FALSE; 

        } 

        else 

        { 

            printf("\nCalibration updated successfully.\n\n"); 

            return HD_TRUE; 

        } 

    } 

    else 

    { 

        assert(!"Unknown calibration status"); 

        return HD_FALSE; 

    } 

} 

 

void PrintDevicePosition() 

{ 

    hduVector3Dd position; 

 

    hdScheduleSynchronous(DevicePositionCallback, position, 

        HD_DEFAULT_SCHEDULER_PRIORITY); 

         

    printf("Device position: %.3f %.3f %.3f\n",  

        position[0], position[1], position[2]); 

} 

 

/* 

 End Scheduler callbacks 

 *****************************************************************************/ 

 

/*****************************************************************************/ 
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CommandMotorDAC.c 

/***************************************************************************** 

 

Module Name: CommandMotorDAC.c 

 

*******************************************************************************/ 

#ifdef  _WIN64 

#pragma warning (disable:4996) 

#endif 

 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <assert.h> 

 

#if defined(WIN32) 

# include <windows.h> 

# include <conio.h> 

#else 

# include "conio.h" 

#endif 

 

#include <HD/hd.h> 

#include <HDU/hduError.h> 

#include <HDU/hduVector.h> 

 

/* Assumes the unit is a PHANTOM from SensAble Technologies, Inc. */ 

#define MAX_INPUT_DOF   6    

#define MAX_OUTPUT_DOF  6 

 

static int gNumMotors = 0; 

static int gNumEncoders = 0; 

 

static long alMotorDACValuesApp[MAX_OUTPUT_DOF]; 

static long alMotorDACValuesServo[MAX_OUTPUT_DOF]; 

 

FILE * pFile; 

float memory; 

 

void PrintHelp() 

{ 

 

} 

 

HDSchedulerHandle gCallbackHandle = HD_INVALID_HANDLE; 

HDSchedulerHandle gCallbackHandle_2 = HD_INVALID_HANDLE; 

 

void mainLoop(); 

static HDdouble gSpringStiffness = 0.1; 

static HDdouble gMaxStiffness = 1.0; 

static HDdouble gStiffnessIncrement = 0.025; 

 

void mainLoop(); 

HDCallbackCode HDCALLBACK SetSpringStiffnessCallback(void *pUserData); 

HDCallbackCode HDCALLBACK AnchoredSpringForceCallback(void *pUserData); 

 

FILE *pFile; 

BOOL infinity = TRUE; 

 

/***************************************************************************** 

Prints DAC values 

*****************************************************************************/ 

float amir() 

{ 

 float ans; 

 

  pFile = fopen ("simulink2matlab.txt","r"); 
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  fscanf (pFile, "%f", &ans); 

 

  if (ans < 0 || ans > 0.5) 

  { 

   return memory; 

  } 

 

  memory = ans; 

 

  fclose (pFile); 

    

 return ans; 

 

} 

 

void PrintDACValues() 

{ 

    int i; 

 

    printf("Motor DAC Values:"); 

    for (i = 0; i < gNumMotors; i++) 

    { 

        printf(" %d", alMotorDACValuesApp[i]); 

    } 

    printf("\n\n"); 

} 

 

/***************************************************************************** 

Directly sets the DAC values. 

*****************************************************************************/ 

HDCallbackCode HDCALLBACK ServoSchedulerCallback(void *pUserData) 

{ 

    HDErrorInfo error; 

 

    hdBeginFrame(hdGetCurrentDevice());     

     

    assert(alMotorDACValuesServo); 

 

    hdSetLongv(HD_CURRENT_MOTOR_DAC_VALUES, alMotorDACValuesServo); 

 

    hdEndFrame(hdGetCurrentDevice()); 

 

    if (HD_DEVICE_ERROR(error = hdGetError())) 

    { 

        hduPrintError(stderr, &error, "Error while commanding DAC values"); 

        memset(alMotorDACValuesServo, 0, sizeof(long) * MAX_OUTPUT_DOF); 

 

        if (hduIsSchedulerError(&error)) 

        { 

            return HD_CALLBACK_DONE; 

        } 

    } 

 

    return HD_CALLBACK_CONTINUE; 

} 

 

/***************************************************************************** 

Copies state in thread-safe manner. 

*****************************************************************************/ 

HDCallbackCode HDCALLBACK UpdateMotorDACValuesCallback(void *pUserData) 

{ 

    memcpy(alMotorDACValuesServo, 

           alMotorDACValuesApp, 

           sizeof(long) * MAX_OUTPUT_DOF); 

 

    return HD_CALLBACK_DONE; 

} 

 

/***************************************************************************** 
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Selects motor. 

*****************************************************************************/ 

void MotorSelection(int *pMotorIndex) 

{     

    do     

    { 

        printf("\nEnter the motor index [0 - %d]: ", gNumMotors - 1); 

        *pMotorIndex = getch() - '0'; 

    } 

    while (*pMotorIndex < 0 || *pMotorIndex > gNumMotors - 1); 

 

    printf("\nMotor index selected: %d\n", *pMotorIndex); 

} 

 

/***************************************************************************** 

Schedules the UpdateMotorDACValuesCallback. 

*****************************************************************************/ 

void SetDACValue(int nMotorIndex) 

{ 

    long nValue;     

 

    printf("\nSet the DAC value as a number BETWEEN -32768 and 32767 : [-32767 to 32766 

]\n"); 

 

    do 

    { 

        printf("Enter value and press return: "); 

        scanf("%d", &nValue); 

    }  

    while (nValue < -32768 || nValue > 32767); 

 

    alMotorDACValuesApp[nMotorIndex] = nValue; 

 

    PrintDACValues(alMotorDACValuesApp); 

 

    hdScheduleSynchronous(UpdateMotorDACValuesCallback, 

        0, HD_DEFAULT_SCHEDULER_PRIORITY); 

} 

 

/* Synchronization structure. */ 

typedef struct 

{ 

    HDlong encoder_values[MAX_INPUT_DOF]; 

    HDlong motor_dac_values[MAX_OUTPUT_DOF];    

    hduVector3Dd position; 

} DeviceStateStruct; 

 

/***************************************************************************** 

Callback that retrieves state 

*****************************************************************************/ 

HDCallbackCode HDCALLBACK GetDeviceStateCallback(void *pUserData) 

{ 

    DeviceStateStruct *pState = (DeviceStateStruct *) pUserData; 

 

    hdGetLongv(HD_CURRENT_ENCODER_VALUES, pState->encoder_values); 

    hdGetLongv(HD_CURRENT_MOTOR_DAC_VALUES, pState->motor_dac_values); 

    hdGetDoublev(HD_CURRENT_POSITION, pState->position); 

 

    return HD_CALLBACK_DONE; 

} 

 

/***************************************************************************** 

Callback that retrieves state 

*****************************************************************************/ 

void PrintDeviceState(HDboolean bContinuous) 

{ 

    int i; 

    DeviceStateStruct state; 

 

    memset(&state, 0, sizeof(DeviceStateStruct)); 
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    do 

    { 

        hdScheduleSynchronous(GetDeviceStateCallback, &state, 

            HD_DEFAULT_SCHEDULER_PRIORITY); 

 

        printf("\n"); 

 

        for (i = 0; i < gNumMotors; i++) 

        { 

            //printf(" %d", state.motor_dac_values[i]); 

        } 

        printf("\n"); 

 

 

        for (i = 0; i < gNumEncoders; i++) 

        { 

            //printf(" %d", state.encoder_values[i]); 

        } 

        printf("\n"); 

 

 

 

        printf("Position:"); 

  pFile = fopen ("myfile.txt","w"); 

        for (i = 0; i < 3; i++) 

        { 

            printf(" %f", state.position[i]); 

   if ((float)(state.position[i])!= 0) 

   fprintf (pFile, "%f \n",state.position[i]); 

        } 

  fclose (pFile); 

 

 

  break; 

 

 

 

        printf("\n"); 

 

        if (bContinuous) 

        { 

            Sleep(1); 

        } 

   

 

    } while (!_kbhit() && bContinuous); 

  

} 

 

void mainLoop2amir() 

{ 

  

    HDdouble stiffness = gSpringStiffness; 

    int keypress; 

 

    printf("\nPress button and drag to feel anchored spring force.\n"); 

    printf("Press +/- to modify spring stiffness or press Q to quit.\n\n"); 

 

    printf("Spring stiffness: %.3f N/mm\n", stiffness); 

 

    while (HD_TRUE) 

 

    {        

        /* Check for keyboard input. */ 

         

            int keypress; 

   int nMotorIndex = 0; 
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    if (_kbhit()) 

    { 

     keypress = getch(); 

     keypress = toupper(keypress); 

               

     PrintDeviceState(TRUE);  

 

      

    } 

 

  

    

        PrintDeviceState(TRUE);  

        stiffness = amir(); 

 

        if (stiffness < 0 || stiffness > 

0.5) 

        { 

         stiffness = 0.3; 

        } 

       

        

                      

                    /* */ 

                hdScheduleSynchronous(SetSpringStiffnessCallback, &stiffness, 

                    HD_DEFAULT_SCHEDULER_PRIORITY); 

                 

  

 

        /* Check if the main scheduler callback has exited. */ 

  

    } 

} 

 

 

 

/******************************************************************************* 

Main function 

*******************************************************************************/ 

int main(int argc, char* argv[]) 

{   

    HDErrorInfo error; 

    //HDstring model; 

    //HDboolean bDone = FALSE; 

 

    HHD hHD = hdInitDevice(HD_DEFAULT_DEVICE); 

 

    if (HD_DEVICE_ERROR(error = hdGetError())) 

    { 

        hduPrintError(stderr, &error, "Failed to initialize haptic device"); 

        

        getch(); 

 

        return -1; 

    } 

 

     

    /* */ 

 

 

 gCallbackHandle = hdScheduleAsynchronous(AnchoredSpringForceCallback, 0, 

HD_MAX_SCHEDULER_PRIORITY); 

     

 

    hdEnable(HD_FORCE_OUTPUT); 

 

    /* Start the haptic rendering loop */ 

 hdGetDoublev(HD_NOMINAL_MAX_STIFFNESS, &gMaxStiffness); 

    hdStartScheduler(); 
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    if (HD_DEVICE_ERROR(error = hdGetError())) 

    { 

        hduPrintError(stderr, &error, "Failed to start servoloop"); 

      

        getch(); 

 

        hdDisableDevice(hHD); 

        return -1;         

    } 

 

    PrintHelp(); 

 

    /* Start the main application loop */ 

   

  

 

 mainLoop2amir(); 

 

 

 

    hdStopScheduler(); 

    hdUnschedule(gCallbackHandle); 

 hdUnschedule(gCallbackHandle_2); 

    hdDisableDevice(hHD); 

 

  

 

    return 0; 

} 

 

/****************************************************************************** 

 The main loop of execution.  Detects and interprets key presses.  Monitors and initiates 

error recovery if necessary. 

******************************************************************************/ 

void mainLoop() 

{ 

    int keypress; 

    int nMotorIndex = 0; 

 

    while (TRUE) 

    { 

        if (_kbhit()) 

        { 

            keypress = getch(); 

            keypress = toupper(keypress); 

             

            switch (keypress) 

            { 

                case 'M': MotorSelection(&nMotorIndex); break; 

                case 'V': SetDACValue(nMotorIndex); break; 

                case 'P': PrintDeviceState(FALSE); break; 

                case 'C': PrintDeviceState(TRUE); break; 

                case 'H': PrintHelp(); break; 

                case 'Q': return; 

                default: PrintHelp(); break; 

            } 

        } 

 

        /* Check if the scheduled callback has stopped running */ 

        if (!hdWaitForCompletion(gCallbackHandle, HD_WAIT_CHECK_STATUS)) 

        { 

 

 

            getch(); 

            return; 

        } 

 

    } 

} 
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/*****************************************************************************/ 

 

HDCallbackCode HDCALLBACK AnchoredSpringForceCallback(void *pUserData) 

{ 

    static hduVector3Dd anchor; 

    static HDboolean bRenderForce = HD_FALSE; 

    HDErrorInfo error; 

 

    HDint nCurrentButtons, nLastButtons; 

    hduVector3Dd position; 

    hduVector3Dd force = { 0, 0, 0 }; 

 

    hdBeginFrame(hdGetCurrentDevice()); 

 

    hdGetDoublev(HD_CURRENT_POSITION, position); 

     

    hdGetIntegerv(HD_CURRENT_BUTTONS, &nCurrentButtons); 

    hdGetIntegerv(HD_LAST_BUTTONS, &nLastButtons); 

 

    if ((nCurrentButtons & HD_DEVICE_BUTTON_1) != 0 && 

        (nLastButtons & HD_DEVICE_BUTTON_1) == 0) 

    { 

        /* Detected button down */ 

        memcpy(anchor, position, sizeof(hduVector3Dd)); 

        bRenderForce = HD_TRUE; 

    } 

    else if ((nCurrentButtons & HD_DEVICE_BUTTON_1) == 0 && 

             (nLastButtons & HD_DEVICE_BUTTON_1) != 0) 

 

    { 

        /* Detected button up */ 

        bRenderForce = HD_FALSE; 

 

        /* Send zero force to the device, or else it will just continue 

           rendering the last force sent */ 

        hdSetDoublev(HD_CURRENT_FORCE, force); 

    } 

 

    if (bRenderForce) 

    { 

        /* Compute spring force as F = k * (anchor - pos), which will attract 

           the device position towards the anchor position */ 

        hduVecSubtract(force, anchor, position); 

        hduVecScaleInPlace(force, gSpringStiffness); 

                 

        hdSetDoublev(HD_CURRENT_FORCE, force); 

    } 

 

    hdEndFrame(hdGetCurrentDevice()); 

 

    /* Check if an error occurred while attempting to render the force */ 

    if (HD_DEVICE_ERROR(error = hdGetError())) 

    { 

        if (hduIsForceError(&error)) 

        { 

            bRenderForce = HD_FALSE; 

        } 

        else if (hduIsSchedulerError(&error)) 

        { 

            return HD_CALLBACK_DONE; 

        } 

    } 

 

    return HD_CALLBACK_CONTINUE; 

} 

 

/****************************************************************************** 

  

 *****************************************************************************/ 

HDCallbackCode HDCALLBACK SetSpringStiffnessCallback(void *pUserData) 
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{ 

    HDdouble *pStiffness = (HDdouble *) pUserData; 

         

    gSpringStiffness = *pStiffness;         

 

    return HD_CALLBACK_DONE;     

} 

 

/*****************************************************************************/ 
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AnchoredSpringForce.c 

/***************************************************************************** 

Module Name:  AnchoredSpringForce.c 

************************************************************************/ 

#ifdef  _WIN64 

#pragma warning (disable:4996) 

#endif 

#include <stdio.h> 

#if defined(WIN32) 

#include <windows.h> 

# include <conio.h> 

#else 

# include "conio.h" 

# include <stdlib.h> 

# include <ctype.h> 

# include <string.h> 

#endif 

 

#include <HD/hd.h> 

#include <HDU/hduError.h> 

#include <HDU/hduVector.h> 

 

static HDdouble gSpringStiffness = 0.1; 

static HDdouble gMaxStiffness = 1.0; 

static HDdouble gStiffnessIncrement = 0.025; 

 

HDSchedulerHandle gCallbackHandle = 0; 

 

void mainLoop(); 

HDCallbackCode HDCALLBACK SetSpringStiffnessCallback(void *pUserData); 

HDCallbackCode HDCALLBACK AnchoredSpringForceCallback(void *pUserData); 

 

FILE *pFile; 

BOOL infinity = TRUE; 

 

/************************************************************************ 

Main function 

************************************************************************/ 

float amir() 

{ 

 float ans; 

 

  pFile = fopen ("simulink2matlab.txt","r"); 

  fscanf (pFile, "%f", &ans); 

  if (ans < 0 || ans > 0.5) 

  { 

   return 0.3; 

  } 

 

 

 

  fclose (pFile); 

    return ans; 

} 

 

int main(int argc, char* argv[]) 

 

{   

     HDErrorInfo error; 

    HHD hHD = hdInitDevice(HD_DEFAULT_DEVICE); 

    if (HD_DEVICE_ERROR(error = hdGetError())) 

    } 

        hduPrintError(stderr, &error, "Failed to initialize haptic device"); 

        fprintf(stderr, "\nPress any key to quit.\n"); 

        getch(); 

        return -1; 

    } 
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    printf("Anchored Spring Force Example\n"); 

 

    /* */ 

    gCallbackHandle = hdScheduleAsynchronous( 

        AnchoredSpringForceCallback, 0, HD_MAX_SCHEDULER_PRIORITY); 

    hdEnable(HD_FORCE_OUTPUT); 

 

    /* */ 

    hdGetDoublev(HD_NOMINAL_MAX_STIFFNESS, &gMaxStiffness); 

 

    /* Start the haptic rendering loop. */ 

    hdStartScheduler(); 

    if (HD_DEVICE_ERROR(error = hdGetError())) 

    { 

        hduPrintError(stderr, &error, "Failed to start scheduler"); 

        fprintf(stderr, "\nPress any key to quit.\n"); 

        getch(); 

        return -1; 

    } 

 

    /* Start the main application loop. */ 

    mainLoop(); 

 

    /* */ 

    hdStopScheduler(); 

    hdUnschedule(gCallbackHandle); 

    hdDisableDevice(hHD); 

 

 amir(); 

 

    return 0; 

} 

 

/****************************************************************************** 

Main loop 

******************************************************************************/ 

void mainLoop() 

{ 

  

    HDdouble stiffness = gSpringStiffness; 

    int keypress; 

    printf("\nPress button and drag to feel anchored spring force.\n"); 

    printf("Press +/- to modify spring stiffness or press Q to quit.\n\n"); 

 

    printf("Spring stiffness: %.3f N/mm\n", stiffness); 

 

    while (HD_TRUE) 

 

    {        

        /* Check for keyboard input. */ 

         

             

      stiffness = amir(); 

 

        if (stiffness < 0 || stiffness > 

0.5) 

        { 

         stiffness = 0.3; 

        } 

       

       printf("%f \n", stiffness); 

 

      

                 

                    /* Make a thread-safe call to change the spring stiffness  

                       being used for rendering forces. */ 

                hdScheduleSynchronous(SetSpringStiffnessCallback, &stiffness, 

                    HD_DEFAULT_SCHEDULER_PRIORITY); 
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        /* Check if the main scheduler callback has exited. */ 

  

    } 

} 

 

 

/****************************************************************************** 

 * Main scheduler callback for rendering the anchored spring force. 

 *****************************************************************************/ 

HDCallbackCode HDCALLBACK AnchoredSpringForceCallback(void *pUserData) 

{ 

    static hduVector3Dd anchor; 

    static HDboolean bRenderForce = HD_FALSE; 

    HDErrorInfo error; 

 

    HDint nCurrentButtons, nLastButtons; 

    hduVector3Dd position; 

    hduVector3Dd force = { 0, 0, 0 }; 

 

    hdBeginFrame(hdGetCurrentDevice()); 

 

    hdGetDoublev(HD_CURRENT_POSITION, position); 

     

    hdGetIntegerv(HD_CURRENT_BUTTONS, &nCurrentButtons); 

    hdGetIntegerv(HD_LAST_BUTTONS, &nLastButtons); 

 

    if ((nCurrentButtons & HD_DEVICE_BUTTON_1) != 0 && 

        (nLastButtons & HD_DEVICE_BUTTON_1) == 0) 

    { 

        /* Detected button down */ 

        memcpy(anchor, position, sizeof(hduVector3Dd)); 

        bRenderForce = HD_TRUE; 

    } 

    else if ((nCurrentButtons & HD_DEVICE_BUTTON_1) == 0 && 

             (nLastButtons & HD_DEVICE_BUTTON_1) != 0) 

 

    { 

        /* Detected button up */ 

        bRenderForce = HD_FALSE; 

 

        /* */ 

        hdSetDoublev(HD_CURRENT_FORCE, force); 

    } 

 

    if (bRenderForce) 

    { 

        /* Compute spring force as F = k * (anchor - pos), which will attract 

           the device position towards the anchor position */ 

        hduVecSubtract(force, anchor, position); 

        hduVecScaleInPlace(force, gSpringStiffness); 

                 

        hdSetDoublev(HD_CURRENT_FORCE, force); 

    } 

 

    hdEndFrame(hdGetCurrentDevice()); 

 

    /* Check if an error occurred while attempting to render the force */ 

    if (HD_DEVICE_ERROR(error = hdGetError())) 

    { 

        if (hduIsForceError(&error)) 

        { 

            bRenderForce = HD_FALSE; 

        } 

        else if (hduIsSchedulerError(&error)) 

        { 

            return HD_CALLBACK_DONE; 

        } 

    } 
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    return HD_CALLBACK_CONTINUE; 

} 

 

/****************************************************************************** 

  

 *****************************************************************************/ 

HDCallbackCode HDCALLBACK SetSpringStiffnessCallback(void *pUserData) 

{ 

    HDdouble *pStiffness = (HDdouble *) pUserData; 

         

    gSpringStiffness = *pStiffness;         

 

    return HD_CALLBACK_DONE;     

} 

 

/*****************************************************************************/ 
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vtoft.c 

#define S_FUNCTION_NAME vtoft 

#define S_FUNCTION_LEVEL 2 

#include "simstruc.h" 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <_syslist.h>  

 

static void mdlInitializeSizes(SimStruct *S) 

{ 

     

    ssSetNumSFcnParams(S, 0);  /* Number of expected parameters */ 

    if (ssGetNumSFcnParams(S) != ssGetSFcnParamsCount(S)) { 

        /* Return if number of expected! = number of actual parameters */ 

        return; 

    } 

 

    ssSetNumContStates(S, 0); 

    ssSetNumDiscStates(S, 0); 

 

    if (!ssSetNumInputPorts(S, 1)) return; 

    ssSetInputPortWidth(S, 0, 6); 

    ssSetInputPortRequiredContiguous(S, 0, true); /*direct input signal access*/ 

    /* */ 

    ssSetInputPortDirectFeedThrough(S, 0, 1); 

 

    if (!ssSetNumOutputPorts(S, 1)) return; 

    ssSetOutputPortWidth(S, 0, 6); 

 

    ssSetNumSampleTimes(S, 1); 

    ssSetNumRWork(S, 0); 

    ssSetNumIWork(S, 0); 

    ssSetNumPWork(S, 0); 

    ssSetNumModes(S, 0); 

    ssSetNumNonsampledZCs(S, 0); 

 

    ssSetOptions(S, 0); 

} 

 

 

/* Function: mdlInitializeSampleTimes ========================================*/ 

static void mdlInitializeSampleTimes(SimStruct *S) 

{ 

    ssSetSampleTime(S, 0, CONTINUOUS_SAMPLE_TIME); 

    ssSetOffsetTime(S, 0, 0.0); 

 

} 

 

#define MDL_INITIALIZE_CONDITIONS   /* Change to #undef to remove function */ 

#if defined(MDL_INITIALIZE_CONDITIONS) 

  static void mdlInitializeConditions(SimStruct *S) 

  { 

  } 

#endif /* MDL_INITIALIZE_CONDITIONS */ 

 

 

#define MDL_START  /* Change to #undef to remove function */ 

#if defined(MDL_START)  

  static void mdlStart(SimStruct *S) 

  { 
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  } 

#endif /*  MDL_START */ 

  

/* Function: mdlOutputs ==================================================== */ 

 

 /************************************  declear******************************/ 

 

 

/********************************************************************************

*/ 

static void mdlOutputs(SimStruct *S, int_T tid) 

{ 

 

   const real_T *u = (const real_T*) ssGetInputPortSignal(S,0); // start reading? 

   real_T       *y = (double*) ssGetOutputPortSignal(S,0);  // out put data 

 

 

y[0]=-0.343770417*u[0] -0.001074283*u[1] +1.606026841*u[2] -

86.98250987*u[3] +2.370557925*u[4] +85.24600886*u[5]; 

y[1]=1.59285409*u[0] +105.6596283*u[1] +1.095665893*u[2] -

50.05381686*u[3] -1.885442618*u[4] -49.48549581*u[5]; 

y[2]=127.0748633*u[0] -9.826760909*u[1] +133.9291806*u[2] -

6.585371265*u[3] +133.4214586*u[4] -9.840728503*u[5]; 

y[3]=-0.000326297*u[0] +3.327312572*u[1] -8.399615622*u[2] -

1.156903265*u[3] +8.285040189*u[4] -2.135003412*u[5]; 

y[4]=9.327982069*u[0] -0.760101709*u[1] -4.843331005*u[2]

 +3.025656947*u[3] -4.928812087*u[4] -2.344727454*u[5]; 

y[5]=-0.0973909*u[0]   -5.509093691*u[1]   +0.062551275*u[2] -

5.221975473*u[3] -0.158336181*u[4] -5.141747262*u[5]; 

 

 

 

 

} //end of main program 

 

 

/********************************************************************/ 

#define MDL_UPDATE  /* Change to #undef to remove function */ 

#if defined(MDL_UPDATE) 

static void mdlUpdate(SimStruct *S, int_T tid) 

  { 

  } 

#endif /* MDL_UPDATE */ 

 

#define MDL_DERIVATIVES  /* Change to #undef to remove function */ 

#if defined(MDL_DERIVATIVES) 

  static void mdlDerivatives(SimStruct *S) 

  { 

  } 

#endif /* MDL_DERIVATIVES */ 

 

 

static void mdlTerminate(SimStruct *S) 

{ 

} 

 

 

/*======================================================* 

 * See sfuntmpl_doc.c for the optional S-function methods * 

 *======================================================*/ 

 

/*=============================* 
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 * Required S-function trailer * 

 *=============================*/ 

 

#ifdef  MATLAB_MEX_FILE    /*  

#include "simulink.c"      /* MEX-file interface mechanism */ 

#else 

#include "cg_sfun.h"       /* Code generation registration function */ 

#endif 
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Function a.m 

function[simin] = a(d); 

t = timer('TimerFcn', 'stat=false; disp(''Timer!'')',...  

                 'StartDelay',10000); 

start(t); 

d=0; 

  

simin = [10000; 10000 ;10000]; 

stat=true; 

simin2 = []; 

fid = fopen('C:\MATLAB71\work\myfile.txt'); 

  

  

%while(stat==true) 

     

  

    In1 = fscanf(fid, '%f \n'); 

  

    if In1 ~= 0, 

         

        if In1 == [10000; 10000; 10000] ; 

           fclose(fid); 

           In1 = [10000;10000;10000]; 

        end; 

  

    end; 

  

        

         

    if In1 ~= 0, 

             

        simin =In1; 

        

    end; 

     

   if simin(1) ~= 10000, 

    simin2 = simin; 

   end 

  

   

  

  pause(0.01); 

     

  fclose(fid); 

%end 

  

  %% 
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Send_by_mlib.m 

function [sys,x0,str,ts] = PSO(t,x,u,flag) 

% 

  

% 

%  

  

  

switch flag, 

  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  % Initialization % 

  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

   

  case 0 

      global Kp  Ref  rd , 

    

      [sys,x0,str,ts]=mdlInitializeSizes; 

  

mlib('SelectBoard','DS1103'); 

variables   = {'Model Root/P/Value';... 

                            

               'Model Root/Force/In1' 

               

              }; 

[Kp,Ref]   = mlib('GetTrcVar',variables); 

  

  

  %%%%%%%%%%% 

  % Outputs % 

  %%%%%%%%%%% 

   

  case 3 

 sys=mdlOutputs(t,x,u); 

  

  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  % Unhandled flags % 

  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

   

  % matrix  

  case { 1, 2, 4, 9 } 

    sys=[]; 

  

  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  % Unexpected flags (error handling)% 

  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  otherwise 

    error(['Unhandled flag = ',num2str(flag)]); 

  

end 

  

% end timestwo 

  

% 

%============================================================================= 

% mdlInitializeSizes 

%============================================================================= 

% 

function [sys,x0,str,ts] = mdlInitializeSizes(cc,dd) 

  

sizes = simsizes; 
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sizes.NumContStates  = 0; 

sizes.NumDiscStates  = 1; 

sizes.NumOutputs     = 1;  % dynamically sized 

sizes.NumInputs      = 1;  % dynamically sized 

sizes.DirFeedthrough = 1;  % has direct feedthrough 

sizes.NumSampleTimes = 1; 

  

sys = simsizes(sizes); 

str = []; 

x0  = [0]; 

ts  = [-1 0];   % inherited sample time 

cc=0; 

dd=0; 

  

% end mdlInitializeSizes 

  

% 

%============================================================================= 

% mdlOutputs 

%============================================================================= 

% 

function sys = mdlOutputs(t,x,u) 

  

  

 global Kp  Ref  rd , 

  

mlib('Write',Kp,'Data',u(1));%out put optimize PID 

  

  

  

rd=mlib('Read',Ref);% read referanc input from real time to simulation model  

  

sys(1)=rd; 

  

  

% end mdlOutputs 

  

 

 

 

Simulink2matlab.m 

function [s] = simulink2matlab(yout) 

s = yout; 

  

fid = fopen('simulink2matlab.txt', 'w+'); 

fprintf(fid, '%f \n', yout); 

yout; 

fclose(fid); 
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Appendix 2 

CAD model of OMEGA 160 
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